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Abstract 
In this thesis, we address the issue of 3-D shape from shading by investigating shape 
perception in humans and t'he early vision mechanisms that subserve this perception. 
We first investigated the influence of scale, contour, and reflectance function on shape 
perception from shading. Our results suggest that subjects can form robust 3-D 
shape percepts that remain consistent across sittings for shapes of various contours 
and reflectance functions. We have found that salient 3-D percepts can be formed at  
the level of early vision mechanisms. Experiments in which a single target pattern 
is discriminated from multiple backgrou~ld distractors show that certain shaded, 2- 
D stimuli consistent with a top-lit, convex interpretation can be processed fast ( ~ 8 0  
rnsec) and in parallel. Strong pop-out asymmetries and control experiments involving 
shaded patterns that do not have familiar 3-D interpretations suggest that such fast, 
parallel processing is indeed dependent upon perception of 3-D shape. We find that 
these mechanisms proceed most readily when the stimuli can be interpreted as convex 
and lit from top-left. These preferences for shape and lighting directions appear to be 
intrinsic to early vision and cannot be overturned using stereo disparity cues. These 
early vision 3-D mechanisms can also be influenced by 3-D contextual information. 
We report that, together with 3-D shape, apparent reflectance is computed fast as 
well. Moreover, it is apparent reflectance, rather than brightness or perceptual 3-D 
shape, that is the primary basis for discrimination during the early stages of visual 
processing. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
When we look at  the world around us, we see it as three dimensional. No matter if we 
are viewing a physical 3-D scene, or even just a black-and-white photograph, our sense 
of shape is compelling. Even when stereo, color, and texture cues are absent, grey- 
level images nonetheless contain many cues from which we can build a 3-D percept -- 
luminance edges, shading gradients, occlusion contours, cast shadows, to name a few 
(see Figure 1.1). Although the saliency of 3-D shape perception from shading has 
been noted and used by artists since at  least the 4th Century B.C. (Gombrich, 1976), 
little yet is understood about how 3-D shape is actually represented in the brain. 
The reason that research in shape from shading has been limited in the past 
may be attributed to the lack of sophisticated computer tools for generating realistic 
images and for collecting psychophysical data. Nonetheless, the existing literature 
reveals that our visual system can derive with ease many aspects of a 3-D scene from 
shading. (Rittenhouse, 1786; Brewster, 1847; Gibson, 1950; Horn, 1975; Yonas et 
al., 1979; Pentland, 1982; Todd & Mingolla, 1983; Ramachandran, 1988; Mingolla & 
Todd, 1989). 
One of the first issues to be studied in this field was the issue of measuring the 
subjective shape percept. Historically, the study of form or shape perception has dealt 
primarily with shapes of only two dimensions. Even when the third dimension was 
studied, the question was typically posed in terms of the perceived slant in depth of 
planar surfaces. As the sophistication of computer graphics capabilities grew, so did 
the body of work that addresses the issue of 3-D shape perception and representation 
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Figure 1.1: From shading cues alone we can extract a variety of shape information 
that can lead to a compelling sense of 3-D shape. 
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(Braunstein et al., 1982; Cutting & Millard, 1984; Lappin et al., 1980; Todd & 
Mingolla, 1983; Stevens & Brookes, 1987; Todd & Akerstrom, 1987; Todd & Reichel, 
1989; Bulthoff & Mallott, 1992; Koenderink et al., 1992). 
In Chapter 2, we evaluate the most recently proposed method for quantifying 
our internal representation of a 3-D shape (Koenderink et al., 1992). We will also 
address some of the primary questions regarding the representation of 3-D shape in 
the brain. For instance, how consistent is our perception of 3-D shape from shading? 
Does it change from viewing to viewing? How does changing the reflectance function 
or the size of the stimulus affect perception? And of course, how accurate are we in 
our perception? 
A second major issue in the study of shape perception from shading concerns the 
mechanisms underlying the perception of 3-D shape from shading. We know that 
shading information can supply a wealth of cues from which we are able to compute 
3-D shape. Yet which and how, and along what time course, are these cues combined 
in the process of 3-D perceptual build-up? 
In studying visual processing, the first step is to examine the processes that oc- 
cur in early vision. Early vision, otherwise known as preattentive vision, includes 
those mechanisms which underlie the initial stages of visual processing (See Neisser, 
1967; Beck, 1982; Treisman, 1982; Julesz, 1984). These mechanisms are capable of 
operating in parallel across the visual field, and is believed to be capable of detecting 
simple features only, and not the conjunction of these simple features. Color, lumi- 
nance, orientation, motion, and textons are some examples of such simple features. 
Since shaded stimuli that can be interpreted as 3-D shapes are typically conjunctions 
of luminance patches and oriented lines, one would not expect them to be readily 
processed by these early vision mechanisms. 
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During the last few years, however, there has been accumulating evidence suggest- 
ing that some aspects of 3-D shape perception are computed by early vision processes 
(Braun 1990, 1993; Enns & Rensink 1990, 1991; He & Nakayama 1992, 1993; Kleffner 
& Ramachandran 1992, Adelson 1993, Sun & Perona 1996a, 1996~) .  Experiments 
that demonstrate perceptual pop-out involving shaded patterns with familiar 3-D 
interpret at  ions have provided particularly convincing evidence. In our studies, we 
investigate specifically this preattentive processing phase of 3-D perception. 
We present our findings confirming that 3-D shape perception is indeed subserved 
by early vision processes in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, we show that, despite the fact 
that both shape and reflectance are computed in parallel by early vision, reflectance, 
and not shape, is used as the primary cue by processes mediating segregation and 
pop-out . 
In the remaining chapters of this thesis, we investigate in more detail various 
characteristics of early vision 3-D mechanisms. Chapter 5 explores the light'ing- 
from-above assumption that seems to be crucial for fast and parallel processing of 
shaded stimuli as 3-D shapes. Chapter 6 describes experiments in which we explore 
the interaction between shape-from-stereo and shape-from-shading mechanisms, and 
in Chapter 7, we ask whether these early vision 3-D processes can be influenced by 
3-D contextual cues. 
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Chapter 2 Measuring the Shape Percept 
In studying shape perception, the first problem is in measuring and expressing quan- 
titatively this subjective shape percept in a meaningful way. Because this is a non- 
trivial problem with no obvious solution, a variety of methods have been proposed 
(Stevens, 1983a, 1983b; Todd & Mingolla, 1983; Todd & Akerstrom, 1987; Mingolla 
& Todd, 1989; Todd & Reichel, 1989; Bulthoff & Mallott, 1992), most of which are 
well-suited for answering the specific question their designers have in mind, but not 
easily adaptable for other studies of shape perception. In their 1992 paper, Koen- 
derink et al. proposed a new method for measuring subjective percept of a 3-D surface 
that seems to be more widely applicable. In our experiments, we used Koenderink's 
method to investigate the effect of various stimulus parameters on subjective 3-D 
shape perception from monocularly presented shaded stimuli. The viability of this 
method subject consistency across sittings and variations of reflectance function is 
addressed in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3 we look at  inter-subject agreement and ac- 
curacy as compared to ground truth. The specific shape parameters whose perceptual 
effects we wish to address, 1) boundaries and contours and 2) stimulus size, will be 
discussed respectively in Sections 2.4 & 2.5. From studying these perceptual effects, 
we hope to attain some understanding of the underlying mechanisms and algorithms 
and their roles in shape perception from shading. 
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2.1 Experimental Met hods 
Two different experimental paradigms were used in this series of experiments. Method 
1, based upon the method proposed by Koenderink et al. (1992), was used in Sections 
2.2 to 2.5 for measuring subjective shape percept of shaded stimuli that spanned 5 
or more degrees of visual angle. Method 2, a 2AFC paradigm, was used in Section 
2.5 for stimuli spanning fewer than 5 degrees. 
2.1.1 Method 1 
6 surfaces based upon a unit disc on the frontoparallel xy-plane of the screen were 
rendered using the built-in graphics capabilities of a Silicon Graphics IRIS (See Fig- 
ures 2.1 & 2.2 , Appendix A for more details). We varied the reflectance function 
and size of these presented figures. Subjects viewed the images monocularly. For 
measuring subjective shape percept, a method proposed by Koenderink et  al. (1992) 
was used (See Figure 2.3). Subjects adjusted a gauge figure controlled via the mouse 
to reflect the perceived local surface normal orientation at 69 different points on a 
given surface. 8 naive subjects were used for these experiments. 
2.1.2 Method 2 
To investigate specifically the effect of scale on perceived "shapeliness", we presented 
linearly shaded bubbles, much like the ones used by Ramachandran (Ramachan- 
dran, 1988; Kleffner & Ramachandran, 1992), of different sizes and shading gradients 
monocularly on a constant background. Note that the stimuli are 2D patches that are 
shaded linearly, but look convincingly three dimensional. Subjects did not notice that 
they are not realistically shaded, The size and shading gradients were randomized] 
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Figure 2.1: Stimulus screens 1, 2, & 3 are shown (left) with their respective xz-plane 
profiles (right). 
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Figure 2.2: Stimulus screens 4, 5, & 6 are shown (left) with their respective xz-plane 
profiles (right). 
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and subjects were asked to evaluate in a 2AFC paradigm whether a shaded bubble 
presented in the first screen is more or less curved than 1) arcs of systematically varied 
length in degrees scaled so that chord length matched the diameter of the bubble, or 
2) another shaded bubble, presented on a subsequent screen (See Figure 2.4). About 
900 trials were presented in each block of experiments. 4 naive subjects were used for 
these experiments. 
2.2 Subject Consistency 
2.2.1 Tilt and Slant 
We first investigated the reliability of measuring subjective perception using Method 
1 by looking at intra-subject consistency. Data was collected using the same shapes 
from the same subjects on 3 or more sittings, much like the paradigm used by Koen- 
derink et al. (1992). 
We first calculated a mean surface normal for each one of the 69 points of a surface 
from the data generated from multiple sittings. The deviation in angle between each 
experimental surface normal and its mean was obtained after applying a coordinate 
transform that places the mean surface normal in the xy-plane (See Figure 2.5). 
This deviation was then decomposed into two components: one in the tilt direction 
and one in the slant direction. This method allows deviation magnitudes in the 
tilt direction to be independent of the slant value. If the deviation were calculated 
without the coordinate transform, when the surfaces normals have small slant values 
(ones corresponding to points close to local maxima), even very small errors will show 
up as large deviations in the tilt direction. 
Figure 2.6 shows the range of deviations seen for two of our stimulus shapes, 
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Screen 1 
Screen 2 
Figure 2.4: For the first experimental paradigm in Method 2, during the first screen, 
a shaded bubble of systematically varied size was shown (top row). On the second 
screen, a pair of comparison curves were displayed (bottom row). The size of the 
comparison curves is determined by the angle they subtended, with the chord length 
scaled to match the diameter of the shaded bubble. For the second paradigm in 
Method 2, shaded bubbles (top row) were shown during both screens. 
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Figure 2.5: Each measured surface normal vector (solid) and its corresponding mean 
normal vector (dotted) were rotated together along the mean normal vector's line of 
constant tilt. When the mean normal vector lies on the xy-plane, the deviation in 
tilt between the mean normal vector and the measured normal vector corresponds to 
the actual angle between the vectors, irrespective of the original slant values. 
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Surface 1 and Surface 4. In Figure 2.6, the left panel shows scatter plots of deviations 
from two subjects, and the right panel shows standard deviations from means binned 
according to slant values. There appears to be a tendency towards higher precision 
as slant increases. Figure 2.7 summarizes consistency for 4 subjects for each of the 
two surfaces. As can be seen, subjects maintain good consistency from sitting to 
sitting. As reported by Koenderink et al. (1992), tilt consistency is very good. We 
found deviations to be generally around 5 degrees. However, while they reported 
slant judgment to be imprecise, much more uncertain than that of tilt, we found 
deviations in the slant direction to be comparable to those in the tilt direction, ranging 
between 5 and 10 degrees. Even for Surface 4, a relatively complicated shape with 
two maxima and a discontinuity, both tilt and slant measurements continue to have 
good consistency. 
While not proof in arid of itself, this high degree of intra-subject consistency we 
observe is consistent with and lends credence to the following hyp~t~heses: 
1. Subjects form a reliable 3-D impression of the shaded figures. This would further 
imply that whatever a priori model the brain uses to form this 3-D percept, it 
is a relatively fixed and stable model. 
2. This method of measuring subjective perception is adequately intuitive and 
does not require the subject to express his 3D shape percept in quantities that 
are far removed from the psychophysical variables used by the visual system for 
encoding surface orient ation. 
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Deviations for Different Subjects - Surface 1 
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In Slant Direction (same scale as y-axis) 
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Figure 2.7: Standard deviations of multiple subjects are shown here for Surface 1 
(top) and Surface 4 (bottom). Standard deviations for tilt and slant are comparable, 
at  around 5 degrees, for both surfaces. 
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Table 2.1 : Reflectance Parameters of Materials 
2.2.2 Reflectance Function Effects 
The SGI graphics library allows one to define the "material" of an object by specifying 
parameters of diffuse reflectance from 0 to 1, specular reflectance from 0 to 1, and 
specular scattering exponent from 0 to 128. To investigate the effect of reflectance 
function on shape perception we chose 4 different materials that covered a wide range 
in each of the parameters: 
For each subject, we used the apparent surface normals collected using Material 1 
as a baseline with which to compare the data collected with Mat,erials 2, 3, & 4. The 
surface normal deviations between each of these materials and Mat 1 for two subjects 
are depicted in the scatter plots shown in Figure 2.8. In all cases, the differences 
between the Mat 2, 3, 4 surface normals and the Mat 1 surface normals lie within 
the range of deviations expected for data collected from different sittings (5 to 10 
degrees). 
If the different reflectance functions were to cause a change in the impression of 
shape or depth scaling, one would expect a systematic shift of the deviation distribu- 
tions away from the origin of the graph. The plots in Figure 2.8 do not seem to show 
significant amounts of such shifts. One way of obtaining a numerical representation 
of these shifts would be to find the mean deviation from Mat 1 for each surface. Data 
from a perfect observer who perceives the surface of a test material as completely 
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Table 2.2: Systematic Deviations from Material 1 
JM 
average 
identical to that of Mat 1 would give a mean deviation of zero. Table 2.2 shows the 
mean values in degrees for 3 real observers in the tilt and slant directions. Mat 4 
3 
resulted in the largest amount of shift in slant, averaging to almost 2 degrees between 
subjects, corresponding to perhaps a more flattened percept. However, since mean 
0.91 
-0.073 
deviations of around 2 degrees are typically seen between different sittings even for 
the same material, this shift is not significant. 
0.53 
-1.095 
Perception of Shape 
The results from the previous section suggest that subjects do indeed form a rather 
-0.98 
0.130 
robust percept of 3-D shape from these shaded figures, one that is stable across 
different sittings and not affected very much by changes in reflectance function. This 
0.61 
-0.548 
consistency is however not necessarily related at  all to accuracy. In this section we 
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2.3.1 Overall Shape 
To obtain a general idea of what shape the subjects were perceiving, we asked the 
subjects to describe the overall shape of their percept for each experiment by drawing 
the perceived xz-plane profile of the stimulus surface, the same view as that shown 
in the right column of Figures 2.1 & 2.2, and indicating the relative location(s) and 
height (s) of the maxima. The apparent shapes reported were in all cases qualitatively 
similar to the test surfaces, even for the more complicated stimuli, Surfaces 4, 5, & 6. 
2.3.2 Kurtosis 
While the overall apparent shapes were qualitatively to similar to the real surface 
and therefore qualitatively similar between subjects, we noticed from subjective re- 
ports that different subjects experienced different impressions of depth, an observation 
noted also by Koenderink et al. (1992). We obtained a quantitative representation 
of this depth impression by assuming that the perceived surface is a scaled version in 
height of the real surface. We then found the scaling factor (k) that when multiplied 
with the real surface gives surface normals that fit the data best in a least squares 
manner (See Appendix B for more details). Figure 2.9 shows the reconstructed 
surfaces and scaling factors obtained for different subjects. We observed from our 
analysis that there is a pronounced tendency to underestimate the depth of the sur- 
face, and that this perceived depth varies from subject to subject. The surface plots 
shown were chosen to represent the extremes in each case. 
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Figure 2.9: Surface plots of the real surfaces are shown in the left column. The middle 
and right columns show surfaces reconstructed from the data of two subjects for each 
of Surfaces 1, 2, & 3. 
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2.4 Tangent Plane Discontinuities 
Boundary contours have strong influences on shape perception. We explored the issue 
of contour influences on shape perception by creating shapes that have tangent plane 
discontinuities that are not occlusion boundaries (See Figure 2.2, Surfaces 4, 5, & 6). 
Apparent surface normals were measured using the procedure described in Method 1. 
Subjective surface normals are compared with ground truth surface normals in 
Figure 2.10. Results indicate that subjective perception of nearby surface normals 
is biased towards the normal to these tangent plane discontinuities, even when the 
discontinuity projects to a curved line in the image, as in Surface 6. 
2.5 Scale Effects 
Another observation we made from subjective reports was that smaller shapes seemed 
to be perceived as being more convex, or "shapely," than larger shapes that are shaded 
exactly the same way. 
We investigated this phenomenon first using stimuli surfaces 1, 2, & 3 of two sizes, 
spanning 5 or 10 degrees of visual arc, and estimating the respective depth scalings 
in the manner described in Section 111. These depth scalings are plotted below for 
different subjects. While there seems to be a trend of reduced depth scalings for the 
larger stimuli, the finding was not conclusive (See Figure 2.11). We suspected that the 
effect might be more obvious for even smaller stimuli. Since this gauge measurement 
method is not amenable for studying shapes much smaller than 5 degrees, we adopted 
a different paradigm for clarifying this issue (See Method 1). 
In the experiment where shaded bubbles were compared with arcs, psychometric 
curves were generated from the data by tabulating the percentage of time a shaded 
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Figure 2.10: Apparent surface normals (solid) for 2 subjects each are shown here for 
Surfaces 4, 5, & 6 in comparison with the actual surface normals (dotted). The solid 
line indicates the locali of tangent plane discontinuities for the surface. 
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Figure 2.11: Influence of image size on perceived depth scaling is shown here for 6 
subjects. 
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Comparison of Different Size Bubbles with Same Shading - EM Comparison of Different Size Bubbles with Same shad in^ - EM 
Figure 2.12: Percentage of time a subject judged the bubble to be less shapely than 
the comparison arcs is plotted in A against the angle subtended by the comparison 
arcs. B shows the same psychometric curves with fitted error functions superimposed. 
bubble of a particular shading and size was judged as being less protruding than the 
comparison arcs (Figure 2.12A). Error functions are then fitted to the psycho metric 
curves to obtain a 50% index, a fitted mean representing the angle subtended by 
a line arc that most closely approximates the perceived shape (Figure 2.12B; See 
Appendix C for more details). These fitted means are plotted against bubble size 
in Figure 2.13 for 3 subjects, and lines are fitted to these plots. The slope and the 
variance of the slope, derived by the method given in Appendix C, show that all plots 
except for Plot D have significant negative slopes. 
Figures 2.14 to 2.16 show 3 sets of data where the shapeliness of one shaded 
bubble was compared with another shaded bubble shown on a subsequent screen. 
Graphs in the first column depict the results of comparing a 1 degree bubble with 
another similarly shaded bubble of 1, 3, or 5 degrees in size. The 3 degree bubble was 
the basis for comparison in the second column, and the 5 degree bubble in the third. 
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Figure 2.13: The means obtained from fitting error functions to psychometric curves 
are plotted here with dotted lines against bubble size in degrees of visual arc. Fitted 
lines are plotted in solid, with the slopes as indicated. 
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Comparing Bubbles of Different Srzes - ST 
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Figure 2.14: Graph A shows the percentage of time that subject ST judged the shaded 
bubble shown first, a 1-degree bubble, to be more curved than a second shaded bubble, 
which could be 1, 3, or 5-degrees. In B, the first bubble shown was a 3-degree bubble, 
and in C, a 5-degree bubble. 
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Figure 2.15: Graph A shows the percentage of time that subject ST judged the 
shaded bubble shown first, a 0.5-degree bubble, to be more curved than a second 
shaded bubble, which could be 0.5, 2, or 5-degrees. In B, the first bubble shown was 
a 2-degree bubble, and in C, a 5-degree bubble. 
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Figure 2.16: Graph A shows the percentage of time that subject EM judged the 
shaded bubble shown first, a l-degree bubble, to be more curved than a second 
shaded bubble, which could be 1, 3, or 5-degrees. In El, the first bubble shown was a 
3-degree bubble, and in C, a 5-degree bubble. 
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The size of the bubbles has a remarkably strong effect on Subject ST. Her data 
is completely consistent with the notion that smaller shaded shapes are seen as more 
shapely. For a perfect observer, the line in each graph corresponding to when two 
identical bubbles are shown should be constant at  0.5. As seen from her left-most 
graphs, ST has a strong tendency to judge the bubble on the second screen, the one 
last seen, as more curved when they are actually identical. However, when t!he first 
bubble is smaller in size than the second one, the percept of increased shapeliness due 
to the smaller size overrides even her "recency effect" tendency. 
The effect of scaling on perceived shapeliness can be seen clearly with both proce- 
dures described in Method 2. Smaller shaded shapes of less than 2 degrees are clearly 
perceived as being more convex than similarly shaded larger shapes. 
2.6 Discussion 
In the first part of our experiments, Sections 2.2 & 2.3, we found that subjects display 
good accuracy in overall shape perception, with an underestimation of dept)h, as well 
as good consistency in both tilt and slant directions, with deviations within 5 to 10 
degrees. This finding supports the idea that subjects form reliable and stable mental 
percepts of 3-43 surfaces, ones that can persist across both time and varying reflectance 
functions. This makes sense since we would not want to perceive the same shapes 
as different on a day-to-day basis, nor would we want our perception of an object's 
shape to be dependent upon its material. The fact that this shape constancy holds 
up under these experimental conditions attests to the validity of our experimental 
paradigm. 
Our finding of good slant consistency is a noteworthy difference from previous 
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findings (Koenderink et al., 1992). The first possibility that comes to mind is that 
consistency may be inversely related to surface complexity. However, we found slant 
deviations to be around 5 degrees for relatively complicated surfaces that have 2 
maxima as well as a discontinuous region (See Figures 2.6 & 2.7, Surface 4), as well 
as for the simpler surfaces. 
The small and comparable deviations we found in both the tilt and slant directions 
show that tilt and slant are useful psychophysical variables for shape perception tasks. 
They are likely to be closely related to the internal parameters used for the visual 
encoding of surface orientation (Stevens, 1983a). 
Our finding of intra-subject consistency also suggests that the gauge method of 
quantifying subjective shape perception is a reliable one, and may prove to be a useful 
technique for future studies of shape perception. 
Results from Section 2.4 suggest that there is some robust, low-level process that 
assumes all tangent-plane discontinuities to be occlusion boundaries, and therefore 
should have surface normals that are perpendicular to the discontinuity. It is possible 
that this bias is a local effect that comes about only because the measuring technique 
itself is very localized, and that there is no corollary deformation of the global percept 
of the surface. However, we noticed that the discontinuity can in fact cause a change 
in the global percept. When Surface 6 is viewed in its entirety, there appears to 
be a dark patch in the center region of the surface, giving the percept of a shallow 
concavity. If the crease is covered, however, this dark patch promptly disappears. The 
reader may convince hislherself of this effect simply by obscuring the crease with a 
finger or a strip of paper. This observation lends support to the idea that the bias 
we observe in local surface normals does indeed propagate to the global level. 
Results from Section 2.5 suggest that there is some optimal stimulus size for 
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driving the mechanism that underlie shape from shading. The experiments presented 
here, however, do not establish the lower limit of this optimal size. Some of the data 
suggests that stimulus size of 0.5 degree does not drive the mechanism as well as that 
of 1 or 2 degrees, but the error bars are too large for a conclusive statement to be 
made. 
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Chapter 3 Processing of Shaded Patterns 
Thr  classical studies of preattentive vision have dealt mainly with visual features of 
the one or two-dimensional world. Typical stimuli included line edges, color, rrio- 
tion, as well as textons and various 2-D shapes. These patterns were sometimes even 
presented witih stereo disparity, but the stimuli were typically neither displayed nor 
perceived as 3-D shapes (Beck, 1966, 1967, 1982; Olson & Attneave, 1971; J ~ ~ l e s z ,  
1975, 1984; Treisman & Gelade, 1980). More recently, researchers have betln tl~rrl- 
ing their attention to the realm of 3-D shapes, and have found, to niariy's sllrprise, 
that preattentive vision does not appear to be constrained to operate orilp with two- 
di~~irnsiorlal objects (Ramachandran, 1988; Enns & Rensink, 1990, 1991; Brann, 1990, 
1993; He & Nakayama, 1992; Kleffner & Ramachandran, 1992; Sun & Perolia, 1996~) .  
Tllere is also recent clinical evidence that shape interpretation occurs very early or1 
in the visual processing hierarchy (Symons et a!., 1993). In particular, response-tirne 
 experiment,^ by Enns & Rensink (1990, 1991) showed that polyhedral targets differing 
fi-orn tlieir distractors in their perceptual 3-D shape "pop-out" with the characteris- 
tics of preattentive processing. Moreover, Braun (1990, 1993), using a double-task 
method, showed tlhat smoothly shaded circular stimuli that resernble spherical bumps 
or iridentations give preattentive pop-out based on 3-D perception. 
These results give rise to the following questions: 
1. What are the relevant features in these stimuli that allow them to  be processed 
in parallel as 3-D shapes'? More specifically, is it the shading itlself that is 
irrlportant or is it actually the edge boundaries created by the shaded regions? 
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2. Is the crucial conlpl~tation performed locally, e.g. on corner junctio~ls, or is it 
performed globally upon the entire shape? 
3. Is this process a "hard-wired," local and bottom-up process, or can it he i~lfln- 
enced by global and/or contextual information? 
The first goal of this paper is to measure 3-D shape pop-out wit)h an expcrirne~it~al 
paradigm that irlvolves controlled display times and masking. This mrtho tl will allow 
11s to both verify Erlns & Rensink's results as obtained from response time exper- 
iment)~,  and to compare our results with those from previous pop-out and texture 
segregation experiments involving a similar paradigm (Bergen & Julesz, 1983; Kriisc., 
1987; Gurnsey & Browse, 1987; Nothdurft, 1991). 
The second goal of this paper is to in~estigat~e the three questions raised above 
using t,wo separate sets of experiments. This chapter will deal with tjhe nat)urc1 illid 
spatial extent of the critical feature. We will be comparing performance or1 the shaded 
polyhedral pattern found to elicit pop-out by Enns & Rensink (1990) with that of 
other patt)erns differing in specific characteristics of shading, contjour, or orientation. 
3.1 Methods 
3.1.1 Subjects 
Five female subjects and five male subjects, all between the ages of 18 anti 40, 
participated i11 the experiments. Subjects had normal or corrected to ~ m r ~ n a l  vision 
by self-report. All subjects were naive except for one female subject. 
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3.1.2 Apparatus and Stimuli 
Images were generated on a Silicon Graphics Indigo witli an 8-bit graphics 
display and a 16 msec screen refresh rate. Monitor dimensioiis were 221 mrri hy 295 
mini wit)li a resolution of 3.47 pixels/rnrn. 
St)imtll~~s screens wcre viewed binocularly at  a distance of 100 cm. Each st,inl~lllis 
screen co~it~ained 3, 12, or 24 items of display, with each item spariiii~ig approximately 
1.5 degrees of visual angle. In screens with 12 arid 24 items, spacing hetweeri itcnis 
was approximately 3 degrees, measured from the ceriter of orie item to tlie center 
of its nearest neighbor, with an additional randorn jitter of up t)o 0.3 degrches. For 
screens of 3 items, the separation was larger, approximately 7.5 degrees, so as to 
rrlairltain a comparable maximllm ecceiltricity for all display sizes. Grey lrvcls were 
protlucetl usiiig equal R,GB pixel values, ranging from 0 to 256. Stirnulus screens liad 
a backgroli~ld RGB value of 80, which gave a measured hackgro~~nd luminaiice of 0.84 
cd/m2. Sliadrd stimuli consisted of three regions, each of a different grey levc!l. Tllr 
corresponding RGB pixel values were 40, 180, and 256. Line stimuli were drawn with 
RGB values of 0. 
3.1.3 Procedure 
Wc used a two-alteriiative forced-choice stimulus onset asynclirony (SOA) 
paradignl with masking. Stimulus display times rangeti from 16 msec to 400 nlsec 
dependiiig on the task, and were followed by a blank inter-stimulus interval (ISI) 
tirnc of 0, 16, or 26 msec and a 200 msec mask, an example of which is slio~vil 
in Figure 3.1I3. After the mask has disappeared, subjects were asked to report the 
presence or absence of the target pattern. Within each experiment,, the target pattern 
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was the 180-degree rotation of the distractor pattern. One target was prescnt a t  
railclor~i among rnultiple distractors in 50% of the trials. Target-present trials ant1 
target-absent trials had the same total number of pattcrns. Target position was also 
randomized, but was constrained to positioris of 6.5 degrees of cccrntricity or less. 
Each experimental srssioil consisted of about 1000 trials, pre~ent~ed in blocks of 35 
txiirls, with nuinber of items and duratlion of display held constant within a block. At 
the end of ea,ch experiment, subjects were asked to describe their perception of t>hr 
stiin~lli. Subjects were trained until performance had stabilized, wllicli typically took 
2 training sessions. 
3.1.4 Data Analysis 
Performance for each SOA duration was calculated using tl-prime nieasurc- 
mcrlts (McNichol, 1972) derived from target-present and target-absent data, res~lltiiig 
in one psychometric curve for each subject in each condition. We rnakc the assllrrlp- 
tion that), after an initial delay, the variance of the noisr affecting the 2AFC tlccisioii 
is inversely proportional to the square root of the duration of the stiniulus. Thrrcfore, 
tllc psycllonletric clirvr was fitted, using a maximum likelihood fitting procedure, to 
the following model: 
where rn denotes the initial delay, and s is inversely proportional to t)he stcepncss of 
the functioii. The procedure involved obtaining a two-dimensional likelihood distri- 
k~utioi~ over a range of values for parameters rn and s. The pair of values giving the 
llighest likelihood was used to generate a fit to the psychometric curve, ailtl the SOA 
duration necessary to reach 75% accuracy was calculated from this fitted fiinc tion. 
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The spread of tlle likelihood distribution was used as a measurement of the goodness 
of fit. The rriealr S 0 A  across subjects was calculated by averaging the fitted SOA 
of each subject, weighted by the goodness-of-fit estimate. For cases iri which target 
detection was so difficult that performance did not saturate for even tllc longest clis- 
play durat,ions, the fitting was poor. In these instances, we estimated insteatl, to a 
99% confidelice level, the rrlininium SOA duration needed for 75% accuracy. This was 
done by normalizing the likelihood distribution and finding the o value up to which 
the area under tlle curve equaled 0.01. Minumum SOA durittio~rs across snbjec:ts were 
averaged and plotted with an asterisk (*) (See Figure 3.7). 
3.2 Experiments 
3.2.1 Experiment 1 - Shaded Cubes vs Line Patterns 
111 this exprrirnerit we attempt to establish whether the crucial c:omporlent for pop- 
out arid, arguably, preattentive shape perception is the oriented edges, the shading. 
or a conihination of the two. We used for this investigation one sliatlecl a~rtl  tuTo line 
stimuli previously used by Enns & Rrnsink in their response time cxperirilents (1990. 
1991). The shaded pattern consists of a shaded, Ti-junction ernbetlded in a llcxagon 
(Sce Figure 3.1A). The distractors have an upright Y-junction and are typically 
intrrpretetl as cubes sitting on a surface with lighting from above. The target has 
an upside-down Ti-junction, and can be seen alternatively as a cube with its bottom 
side exposed and lit from below, or as a concave corner lit from above. Fignre 3.1B 
shows a typical mask used in the shaded cubes experiments. The line cube and line 
\/-junction stimuli are shown in Figures 3.1C & 3.1D. Similarly to that for the 
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Figure 3.1: Top row shows a sample test screen (A) and a sample ~nask  screen from 
the shaded cubes experiment (B). Bottom row shows sample test screens from the 
line cubes experiment (C) and the line Y-junctions experiment (D). 
shaded cubes, the masks for these stimuli are composed of 0, 90, 180, and 270-degree 
rotated versions of the respective distractor pattern. 
The average SOA durations necessary for 75% accuracy performance for the 
shaded cubes, the line cubes, and the line Y-junctions are plotted against the number 
of display items in Figure 3.2. The average is taken across 7, 5, and 4 subjects 
respectively. For the shaded cubes, performance is consistently fast across display 
sizes. The necessary SOA for processing is virtually independent of the number of 
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Figure 3.2: SOA for 75% accuracy for 3, 12, and 24 display sizes are shown for each 
of t,he three pattxrns: the shaded cubes, the line cubes, and the line Y-junctions. 
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for both cases. 
This behavior, whcre the fitted slope differs significantly from zero, we will 
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liellceforth rclfer to as "serial," as opposed to the relative "parallel" behavior as seen 
for the shaded cubes. This characterization of visual tasks as parallel or serial, basthcl 
on the observed independence or dependence of performance 011 display size, has beer1 
made popular by Trcisman and collaborators (Treisman 8s Gelade, 1980; Treisman. 
1982; Treisrna~l & Patterson, 1984; Treisman & Gormican, 1988). Not all researcllers, 
however, accept that there is a clean distinction; some prefer the rlotiorl that dif- 
ferent degrees of task diEcult,y require different degrees of attent,ion, resulting irl a 
corltiri~iurn of performance slopes (Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; Wolfe et al., 1992). 
3.2.2 Experiment 2 - Shaded 2-D Patterns 
The results from Experiment 1 show that sliaded cubes, as opposccl to lirle 
cubes, mav be processed fast arid in parallel. To investigate whether this fast arltl 
parallel processing is actually related to the "3-Dness" of the shaded c~lbe,  wc I I S P ~  
t,liree other patterns that,  while sliaded in the same black, grey, arid white tories as 
the cubes, do not have typical 3-D interpretations. If these "flat)" pat t ,~rns can also 
he processed in parallel, then presumably the shaded cubes rrmy also be processed in 
parallel using 2-D cues orlly? and the apparent "3-Dness" of the shaded chubes rnay 
have nothing whatsoever to do with parallel processing. 
Figure 3.3 shows the plots for three such stimuli which we call, respectively) the 
shaded tiles, the shaded T-junction, and tthe shaded X-junction? in comparison with 
tlie plot for the shaded cubes. The tile and the X-junction patterns were origirially 
used by Enns & Rensink (1990). Data was collected from four different subjects 
for the tile experiment and five subjects each for the T-junction and the S-junc*tion 
experiments. For three items of display, performances for the tiles and tlic T-junctions 
are, if a'ngthing, even better than that for shaded cubes. However, when display size 
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is i iuxwxd,  necessary SOA duratioiis for all three 2-D patterns are rrlore strongly 
aRec%ed than that of the shaded cubes. The fitted slopes for the tile, T-j~lnctiorl, and 
,';-,junction patterns are all greater than 3.0 rnseclitem, and all significa~lt~ly greater 
than 0, with p < 0.005. Enns & Rmsink's response time experiments (1990) also 
sllow that the tile and the X-junction patterns are processed serially. 
While the shaded cubes were recognized as convex, lit-froin-above cubes with- 
out excclption, none of the other patterns shown in this experiment prompted 3-D 
i~lterpret~ations, except for the shaded tiles, which one subject voluntarily labeled as 
stairs. 
3.2.3 Experiment 3 - Shaded Y-Junctions 
The norinal orientation shaded cube patt,ern is composed of a central upright, 
shaded Y-ju~~ction and a hexagonal outline forming three arrow-junctiorls allti three 
L-%junctions. I11 this experiment, we ask whether this upright,, shaded k--junction 
is suflicient for fast), pa.ralle1 3-43 perception, or whether the hexagonal outline that 
compl~t~es the figure of the cube is also necessary. To investigate the effect of tllp 
bouildary contour, we embedded the Y-junction in three other outlines. 
When tlle Y-jurlction is ernbedded in a 30-degree rotation of the outlirle of the 
clibe, the resulting pattern can be interpreted as a dodecahedron (Figure 3.4, left). 
Only two of the five subjects recognized it as such, however, while all described it 
as being less obviously three-dimensional than the shaded cube. Embedding thc~ Y- 
jllnction in a diamond-shaped outline results in a pattern that resembles a truncated 
pyramid (Figure 3.5, left). While all 6 subjects reported seeing the distjractjors 
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Figure 3.4: The graph on the right summarizes subjects' performance for this hexag- 
onal shaded pattern (left). The performance is parallel for target-absent trials. 
as obviously three dimensional at  long display durations, they commented that the 
display was confusing and difficult to organize a t  short display durations. The results 
(Figures 3.4 & 3.5, right) show that necessary SOA durations for both these patterns 
are dependent on display size, with p < 0.005, reflecting the perception that these 
patterns look less consistently 3-D than the shaded cube. 
We also embedded the shaded Y-junction in a circular outline (Figure 3.6, 
left), resulting in a pattern that may be perceived as a 2-D pie chart. In and of 
itself, this pattern cannot be interpreted as a complete 3-D shape viewed under 11011- 
accidental conditions, but, if occlusion is postulated, it can be seen as one corner 
of a 3-D shape that is being viewed through a circular aperture. Data collected 
from five subjects revealed that this was the easiest task of all, even easier than 
the shaded cubes (See Figure 3.6 , right). The least-squares-fit line has a slope of 0.6 
mseclitem, and is not significantly greater than 0 (p > 0.05). While this pattern does 
not actually correspond to any complete 3-D object and may not look convincing 3-D 
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Figure 3.5: Stimulus display screen from the pyramids experiment is shown on the 
left, and the results are shown on the adjacent graph (right). 
when stared a t  on a static display, subjects reported that,  during the experiment, 
the patterns looked like corners of cubes that are illuminated by circular spotligllts 
or spikes sticking out through a curtain, vividly 3-D in any case. 
3.2.4 Experiment 4 - Pop-out Asymmetries 
Nine different patterns have been investigated in the previous three experi- 
ments. Of these nine, only two, the shaded cubes and the shaded pies, appear to be 
processed fast and in parallel. It is often the case that when the target and distractor 
patterns of a parallel task are reversed, performance suddenly becomes serial. Such 
asymmetries are often used as a diagnostic in the search for primary visual features 
(Treisman & Gormican, 1988; Williams & Julesz, 1992). In this experiment we in- 
vestigate whether our two parallel tasks will also become serial when the target and 
distractor pat terns are reversed. 
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Figure 3.6: A stimulus display screen from the shaded Y-junction in circles experiment, 
(left) and the corresponding performance (right) 
Figure 3.7 (left) illustrates the "reverse" condition of the shaded cubes ex- 
periment. Compared to the "normal" condition shown in Figure 3.1.4, the ta,rget 
and distractor patterns are reversed. Since the target and distractor patterns are 
related by a 180-degree rotation, the "reverse" condition can be seen simply as a 
180-degree rotation of the "normal" condition. We report a dramatic asymmetry in 
performance between the normal and reverse conditions. For t,he 24-item case of the 
reverse condition, performance did not saturate for any of the five subjects even at  
the longest display duration. The estimated minimum SOA time (See Data Analysis) 
averaged across subjects is plotted with an asterisk (*) instead. Since reliable 75% 
correct SOA times cannot be attained from the data, only the data points for the 3- 
and 12-item displays were used for line-fitting. The resulting fitted line has a slope 
of 6.5 mseclitem, and is significantly greater than 0 (p < 0.005). 
This asymmetry in performance is correlated with a perceptual asymmetry. While 
all subjects reported that the distractor in the normal condition experiment looked 
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Figure 3.7: "Reverse" orientation shaded cubes are shown on the left. Results from 
this experiment is shown on the graph at  right. 
like lit-from-above convex cubes, and were strongly three dimensional, none of the 
subjects reported 3-D interpretation for the background items in the reverse condition. 
Figure 3.8 shows the "reverse" condition of the shaded pies (left) and the 
resulting performance, averaged across 4 subjects, in comparison with that of the 
"normal" condition shaded pies (right). The asymmetry is apparent. While per- 
formance for the normal-condition shaded pies does not depend significantly upon 
display size, performance for the reverse-conditions shaded pies does, a t  a rate of 3.4 
mseclitem (p < 0.001). 
3.2.5 Experiment 5 - Y-Junction in Circles 
The results so far suggest that the normal orientation shaded Y-junction itself might 
be a salient feature in 3-D processing. To further explore this idea, we separated the 
shaded regions of the shaded pie from each other with a gap of about 0.2 degrees. 
Two gapped patterns were used, one with shaded regions of the same area as the 
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Figure 3.8: "Reverse" orientation shaded pies are shown on the left. Results from 
this experiment is shown on the graph at  right. 
no-gap pies (Figure 3.9, top-left), and the other with a total area that was the same 
as the no-gap pies (Figure 3.9, top-right). Data was collected from 4 subjects for the 
large gapped pies and 2 subjects for the small gapped pies. Results show that the 
gaps make a significant difference (Figure 3.9, bottom). Both the large and the small 
gapped pies have slopes that are significantly greater than 0 (p < 0.005). Again, 
there is a correlation between 3-D interpretation and performance; subjects did not 
report 3-D interpretation for either sizes of gapped pies. 
3.3 Discussion 
3.3.1 Parallel Processing of 3-D Shapes 
We confirm Enns & Rensink's finding that the shaded pattern consistent 
with the interpretation of a top-lit cube can be processed in parallel. We show that 
this parallel processing is also fast, requiring display durations of less than 80 msec, 
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Figure 3.9: Experiments were conducted on gapped Y-junction in circles of two sizes 
(top). The corresponding performance graph is shown below each pattern. 
comparable to fast 2-D pop-out and texture segmentation processes (Bergen & Julesz, 
1983; Krose, 1987; Gurnsey & Browse, 1987; Nothdurft, 1991). 
Our results support the idea that mechanisms computing some aspects of 3-D 
shape are involved in this fast, parallel processing. Both the results of Experiment 2 
(Figure 3.3), which involved shaded patterns that do not have 3-D interpretations, 
and the results of Experiment 4, the asymmetry experiments (Figures 3.7 & 3.8) 
serve as evidence. Asymmetry in performance is seen for both the shaded cubes 
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task and the shaded pies task. While t)he normal orielltiation tasks are tlistiilctly 
easy for both, the reverse orientation tasks are significantly inore difficult. Sinccl tlle 
normal displays and reverse displays are merely 180-degree rotations of each other, 
they are entirely equivalent in 2-D terms. The vast perceptual difference betwclrn the 
t)wo ln~ist  liereforr lie in their different 3-D interpretations, and a clear per(-c.pt~ial 
differeilcr was in fact spontaneously reported by all our naive subjects. 411 allalogolls 
asyirlrrletry was found also by Brauri (1990, 1993) using smoothly shaded "b~ll-~l)lr" 
3.3.2 Shading Stimuli vs Line Stimuli 
Iii tlieir 1991 paper, Enns & Rensink show that,  in a response time paradigirl, 
tasks i~lvolving line cubes require search times that increase from approsi~nat~ely 500 
rllscc to 700 nlsec as the display size is increased from 1 to 6 to 12 items. 0t)her. line 
pattrrns that do not have 3-D interpretations require search times that incrcitsc. from 
500 to rrlore than 1000 msec. Their conclusion is that the visual system call process 
line arrow and Y-juiictions preattentively, extracting 3-D structure rapidly aiid in 
parallel. 
Our rcsnlts, however, indicate otherwise (See Figure 3.2). We find shading to bc a 
crucial cue for driving this fast parallel process. When the shaded cube was replaced 
by an equivalent line drawing, perforlna~lce was significantly compromised (Exper- 
iriient 1) and became serial. We suspect that the difference between our fintli~lgs 
is a consequence of our different experimental paradigms. Recent experirn~llts (Sun 
& Pero~la, 1996a) suggest that 3-D shape mechanisms driven by line drawings inny 
be used for discrimination when display durations exceed 250 msec:. In a response 
time experiment, where display durations are several hundreds of milliseconds, these 
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nicclianisllis may be used tjo accomplish the task, therrhy obscuring the tlle differ~~ices 
I~rt~ween tlie sliaded and the line-drawing cases. 
3.3.3 The Shaded Y-Junction 
Results from Experinients 4 and 5 indicate the normal orientat>io~i shaded Y- 
jurlction to be an important cue for pr~at~tentive 3-D processing. We firid the sllatled 
pies task to be even easier t,llan the shaded cubes task (Figure 3.6). This extrc~rie 
ease of proccssillg is disrupted, however, when the contirlgent slladed regions of the 
Y-j~lrlction are separated by a gap (Figure 3.9). 
Orie iriterprctation is that the simple and fast 3-D lnechanisrn begins locally Ily 
processing the centiral Y-junctions. If no intrinsic surrounding corrier j~lnctions arc. 
present, it proceeds qnickly t,o ~omplet~ion. This may apply to the case of the shatleti 
pics. Slil~jects described this display as resembling convex corners seen througli (air- 
cular apertures. It is possible that the three rounded T-j~lnctions on the surronrltl 
are perc*eivcd as the results of occlusion, and are t,herefore not considered as illtjrirlsic. 
corllcrs of tlie figure. In such a rase, only the central Y-junction would need to i)c. 
processed in order to a#chieve a 3-I) percept. 
When the surrounding corner junctions fit tjhe configuration of a faruiliar 3-I) 
sllape, as in the case of thc cubes, they are int)egratrd with relative ease, a t  a small cost 
in processing time (Figure 3.6). When the surrounding corner junctions cannot he 
easily intlcgrated with the central junction to form a familiar shape, however, this basic 
rr~ecliarlisni fails. While a 3-I) interpretation is possible for hotli the dodccahetlron 
and the truncated pyramid stimuli, these patterns, containing T-ju~ictions arid L- 
j~lnctions that canuot be readily perceived as resulting from occlusion, are accidental 
views of their possible physical interpretations (See Figures 3.4& 3.5). Tlie cube 
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patkern, on the otlher hand, with a combination of arrow junctions and L-j~~nctiorls on 
thr. surround, is a generic view of the prototypical cube (See Nakayarna R- Shi~rlojo, 
1902). Neither of tlhese tlwo other a~cident~al views are as common and familiar as the 
generic c~lbc. view. This correlates with the suhjectls' perception that thcsr shapes 
are l~nconvincirlgly 3-D or difficult to interpret during short durations of tlisp1;~y. 
3.3.4 A Convex-lit-from-above Detector 
Asymmetric pop-out is a topic of interest in the study of preattentive vision be- 
cause it is intlicative of the presence of a detector that is specialized for one of the 
two stimuli, but not both (Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Williams & Julesz, 1992). The 
asynrnetry we find in Experiment 4 suggests that this early vision 3-D mecharlisrn 
also has a preferred stinmlus, either a convex-lit-from-above shape or a concave-lit- 
from-above shape. 
The feature detection theory proposed by Treisrnan and collaborators argues that 
if a single detector is used in a pop-out task, tJhe task will be easier when tlie de- 
tector is specialized for the target, rather than the distractors. If tllc distractors arc 
favor~d by the detector and the target is not, then the task is predicted to bc rnorr. 
difficult. This line of reasoning would explain the asymmetry we observe hy postll- 
lating t)lle existence of a concave-lit-from-ahovr detector. However, since our subjects 
consistently reported easy perception of convex shapes when the background stinluli 
were convex-lit-from-above patterns, and no perception of shape, be it concave or 
convex, wllrn the background stimuli were concave-lit-from-abovr patterns, we prcfcr 
the hypothesis tlliat the convex-lit-from-above shape co~nputation is the one t)llat is 
primarily subserved by this early vision 3-D mechanism. 
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Olir preference nlight be accommodated by an alternative theory: Rul)e~lstc.iri 8s 
Sagi (1990) have suggested that asymmetries in pop-out performance have to tlo as 
illutah witjh the level of "noise" generakd I?). the background as with the "sig~ial" asso- 
c i a t d  to the target. If shading patterns that promote a top-lit, convex percept (slithll 
as the nor111a1 orientation shaded Y-j unction) are preferred by this 3-D rricchanisrrl, 
then, as distractors, they would generate a minimum of background noise. Arnorlg 
such a "quict" backgrourld, the target co~lld be spotlted fast ant1 in parallel. Or1 thr. 
other hantl, if the distractors are shaded patterns tliat do not promote tllc preferred 
i~lt.c.rpretat~ion (e.g. the upside-down shaded Y-junction), the background noise lrvel 
would be high. To detect the signal generated by the target anlong such a noisy back- 
ground wonld then require a serial search. Recent experirnents (Sun & Perona, 199Ga) 
suggest that the prirrlarp cue for 3-D pop-out is reflectance, rather than 3-D s1i;ipc 
or lurnina~lce. A percept of tlop-lit, convex shape leads to discounting of apparent 
luniinanc~, resulting in a more uniform apparent reflecta,nce. Top-lit, convex dist,rac*- 
tors wonld resnlt in a quiet backgrou~ld and easy target detection, while tlistrat.tors 
t)hat do not prorriote s~ich an interpret,ation would result in a noisy i~ackgro~lrld and 
tlifficult target detection. 
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Chapter 4 Computation of Shape and 
Reflectance in Early Vision 
We previollsly reported (Sun & Perona, 1996a) that certain sliaded patterns which 
call l)e interpreted as convex 3-D shapes can be processed at  durations as short as 50 
iiisec and promote pop-out, while other similar line or sliaded patt,erns that do not 
have 3-D i~it~erpretation are processed more slowly. We also found that contextl~ill or 
perspective cues which can enhance 3-D interpretat#ion of the visual scene car1 also 
improvo performance. These results suggest that there are early mecha,nisrris which 
sllhsrrvc tlic parallel processing of shaded 3-D shapes. 
One issue of particular interest is the phenomenon of pop-out asymmetries. While 
il target consiste~it with the interpretation of a convex, lit!-from-helow cnbr pops 
out from a i~ackground of convex-lit-from-above cube patterns, wlieii the target and 
distractor patterns are reversed, the task requires serial search (See Figure 4.1; see 
also Chapter 3, Experiment 2). Such asymmetries have been found with smootlily 
slladed shapes (Braun, 1990, 1993) as well as with polyhedral shaded shapes (Enns & 
Rensink, 1990; Sun & Perona, 1996a, 199Gc). How might s~lcli pop-out asy~~imetries 
be clxplained, aiid what might they tell us about early vision 3-D meclianisrrisc! 
Thf. feature detection theory proposed by Treisrnan and collah~rat~ors argue that 
if a single detector is used in a pop-out task, t)he task will be easier when the detector 
is specialized for the target, rather than the distractors (See Figure 4.2). Accordiiig 
to this line of reasoning, there is apparently 
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Normal Orientation Reverse Orientation 
Cubes Asymmetry 
11 11 Reverse Condition 
Items of Display 
Figure 4.1: Pop-out behavior is seen when the task is to  spot an inverted target 
among upright cubes. When the target and distractor patterns are reversed, serial 
search behavior is seen. 
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Figure 4.2: According to the Feature Detection Theory proposed by Treisman & 
collaborators, pop-out occurs when the target, but not the distractors, is recognized 
by the feature detector. 
1. a detector that is "tuned" to the lit-from-below stimulus rather than the lit- 
from-above one. However, 
2. our subjects report easy perception of convex shapes when the background 
stimuli were convex-lit-from-above and no perception of shape be it convex or 
concave, when the background stimuli were convex-lit-from-below. Yet, 
3. research shows that pop-out is associated with 3-D perception. 
So how do we solve this conundrum? 
We suggest, as an alternative, that fast discrimination is based mainly on apparent 
reflectance. Perceptions of shape and reflectance are closely related (Figure 4.3). 
When a pattern is seen as flat, its luminance pattern is perceived as due to changes 
in reflectance. When a pattern is seen as having 3-D shape, however, the changes 
in its luminance pattern are discounted to some extent as shading due to shape, 
and its reflectance may be perceived as relatively constant. If apparent reflectance, 
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Figure 4.3: The perception of shaded patterns may be represented with a shape 
map and a reflectance map. If the shaded pattern leads to the perception of a 3-D 
shape, then the apparent differences in luminance are perceived as shading, and the 
resulting apparent reflectance is uniform. If the perception is of a flat surface, then 
the apparent luminance differences are attributed to changes in reflectance. 
rather than shape or brightness, is used as the feature for discrimination, a flat, 
multiple-reflectance target pattern in a background composed of single-reflectance 3- 
D shapes would be discriminated with ease (Normal Orientation Condition, Figure 
4.1). Conversely, if the distractors were perceived as flat, the background would be 
perceived as having multiple reflectances. Among such a background, the single- 
reflectance target would be difficult to spot (Reverse Orientation Condition, Figure 
4.1). 
O u r  hypothesis:  Apparen t  reflectance i s  computed in parallel w i t h  3-0 shape,  and  
i s  t h e  p r i m a r y  cue  for  fast pop-out.  
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4.1 Methods 
Sterclo irrlages were generated on a Silicon Graphics 1ndigo2 with stcrro capabilities 
and viewed using SGI CrystalEyes goggles. Stimulus screens were viewed at a distance 
of 20 inches. The vertical height of the screen subtended 30 degrees of vislial angle. 
Each stimulus pattmrl spanned approximately 1.5 degrees. Itlems wcre displayctl on 
randomized depth planes so that the target could not be discriminated i)ascd solely 
on disparity information. 
We ~ i s r d  a 2afc stinlulus onset asyrlchrony (SOA) paradigm with rnasking. Each 
trial began with a cueing screen that contained patterns displayed at  thc same tlrpth 
planes as the ones in the test screen that followed. This allowed the sl~hjerts t,o fuse 
the test screen and achieve stereopsis rapidly. For  experiment)^ 1 & 2, the test scrclen 
contained 24 items with one target present among multiple di~t~ractors in 50% of the 
trials. Test screens in Experiment 3 contained either 12 or 24 items. Display dliration 
of the test screen ranged from 80 to 250 msec, followed by a blank IS1 of 30 lllsec and 
a mask of 200 msec. At the conclusion of the mask, subjects wcrc asked to report tllc 
presence or absence of the target pattern. Experiments were presented in blocks of 
20 to 35 trials, with the target-distractor pair and the display duration held corlstarlt 
within a block. Each session contained about 1000 trials, lasting approximately onc 
how. 
Data was collected from 5 naive subjects Experiment 1 & 2, and 3 naive subjects 
in Experiment 3. For every task, target-present and target-absent perfornlances, 
represented by percentages correct, were used to obtain a measurement of d'  for 
each subject. An overall percentage score is calculated from this d'  measurement, 
and averaged across subjects to obtain a mean percentage score for the each task irl 
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Experime~lt 1 & 2 (See McNichol, 1972). For Experiment 3, the display thratiorl was 
varitd systematically in order to determine the time necessary to reach '75%: correct 
performance (data analysis as in Chapter 3). 
4.2 Experiments 
4.2.1 Experiment I - Shaded Triptych Patterns 
If our hypothesis is correct, 3-D shape could be used to decrease the saliency of a 
target). In Experimerlt 1, we used triptych patterns that are easy to discrirrlinatcl 
when pthrccived as flat. 3-D shape was imposed onto both the distractor and the 
target patterns (Conditions 1 & 2, Figure 4.4A) using stereo disparity cues autl 
perspective projection. To control for the effects of spurious factors not relevant to 
our liypotllesis, we constructed Conditions 3 & 4 (Figure 4.4h). Condition 3 controls 
for the decrease in uniformity caused by the perspective projection. Condition 4 
controls for the possibility that the mere addition of 3-D shape hampers pcrf~rrnar lc~ 
by increasirlg noise and complexity of the task. A11 c~ndit~ions were shown at a display 
tf tiration of 120 msec. 
Prediction 
Our hypothesis  predict,^ that,  when an appropriate 3-D shape is imposed, the dif- 
ferences in lu~ninaiice of the vertical bands will be discounted, to some extent, as 
shading tlue to shape. Instead of flat patterns with distinctly different llinlinwncr 
patterns, t1he target and distractor patterns will he perceived as 3-D shapes of corn- 
parable refiect,ances. Hence, they will be less distinguishable from each other. If our 
hyp~t~hesis  is correct, the task involving 3-D stimuli should be more dzfic?i'clrlt than the 
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tJask involving flat ories. 
Results 
As predicted, we firid that the addition of 3-D shape cornprorrlises discriininatiorl 
significantly. Figtire 4.4B shows the combined results of 5 subjects performing at  a 
display duration of 120 msec. The 3-D task (1) is significantly inore difficult than t lie 
flat one (2). We firid that neither control conditioils (3 & 4) 3 is any rnore tlifficnlt 
tllail Coi~dition 1, indicating that the impairment in performance is not dtlch to tllc 
decrease of display ~iniformity or the increase of noise and/or complexity. Irnpairrricnt 
is secii, as in Condition 1, only when the luminance pattern is consistent with tlic 
3-D shapc, and nlay therefore be perceived as shading, rather than as cha~lges in 
rcflcctanc*~. The results of Experiment 1 support our hypothesis. 
4.2.2 Experiment 2 - Shaded Corner Patterns 
If sllapc contributes tjo pop-out by discounting perceived luminance differenccls, then 
it should he possible to influence performance both positively arld ~iegatively 117. ma- 
~iiptilating the 3-43 shapes of the target and distractors separately. Irl Experinlent 
1, shape was used to decrease the saliency of the target, leading to impairnlent of 
pcrforma~ice. In Experiment 2, we attempted to increase the saliency of the target 
throngh the use of 3-D shape. Displays in this experiment were composed of sirnplc 
patterns of two grey levels that may be perceived as shaded corners, shown a t  a dis- 
play duration of 180 msec. This 3-D shape was imposed onto either the distractors 
(Condition 1, Figure 4.54) or the target (Condition 2, Figure 4.5B) using stereo 
disparity cues and perspective projection. We constructed a third condition in wliicli 
both the tjarget and the distractor patterns were flat. The dark and light bands of 
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Experiment 1 
Triptypch Patterns 
Figure 4.4: The right eye's view of Conditions 1-4 in Experiment 1 is shown in A. 
B shows data collected from 5 naive subjects performing at a display duration of 
120 msec. Significant impairment of performance is seen only when the 3-D shape 
was perceived as single-reflectance, and the luminance pattern can be interpreted as 
shading (Condition 1). 
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the distractors in this condition have widths that are dependent upon the locatiorl 
of the distractor, in order to mimic the perspective effects seer1 in Condition 1. Test 
screens were displayed for 180 rnsec, followed by masking. To isolate tlic effects of 
shape fro111 shading, we corlstructed also the wire-frarrie equivalents of Co~iditions 1 
8i 2 (Conditions 4 & 5, riot shown), displayed at  a duration of 250 inscc. 
Prediction 
Our l~ypotliesis predicts Condition 1 to be easier than Condition 2. A flat target with 
an "untliscoll~lted" lurninance pattern among distractors whose hlmiilancc ~ ~ a t t ~ c r t l  
are sorrlewliat discounted by shape should be relatively easy to spot,. On tthe otller 
hand, a single-reflectance 3-D target in a background noisy with luminance tliffere1lrc.s 
shoulti be rliore difficult t,o spot. 
Results 
We find that,  for the shaded patterns, there is an asymmetry in performance betjwprn 
Coilditioils 1 & 2 (Figure 4.5C); it is easier to spot a flat target arriong 3-D dis- 
tractJors than to pick out a 3-D target among flat distractors. If discrimination were 
based directly on 3-D shape, tlle sarnc asymmetry should occur for thc wire.-frarne 
stiirinli. However, we see froin Conditions 3 & 4 (Figure 4.5D) that tJhe as!-illriletry is 
iii tlic op~rositr direction. 111 this case, it is easier to pick out a 3-D target anlorig flat 
di~tract~ors than vice versa. Moreover, for the wire-frame stimuli, discriminittio~l is 
quite slow by comparison; display durations were 180 msec for the shaded coritlitioiis 
and 250 insec for the wire-frame ones. These findings are very difficult to reconcile 
with the vicw that fast discrimination is based directly on shape, and are insteat1 coil- 
sistent with our hypothesis that reflectance differences are important in tleternlirling 






Figure 4.5: Cross-fusing stereo pairs for Condition 1 (A) and Condition 2 (B) of Ex- 
periment 1 are shown. (C) Performance averaged over 5 naive subjects for Conditions 
1, 2, & 3 (both distractors and target were flat) indicate a marked asymmetry between 
Conditions 1 & 2. (D) Wire-frame patterns were used as controls. The direction of 
asymmetry is opposite to that of the shaded conditions. Display duration was 250 
msec. 
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4.2.3 Experiment 3 - Parallel or Serial? 
In Experiment 3, we i~lvestigat~ed whether the large performance differerlces sc.rn in 
Experirnents 1 & 2 are correlated with a qualitatjive change from serial tjo parallel 
processing (Triesman & Gelade, 1980). In serial visual search tasks, the time 1~rrcPssar.v 
for target discrimination increases significantly when the number of distractors is 
increased. In parallel tasks, on the other hand, the necessary tirne is not significantly 
We trst,ed the two key stimulus pairs from each of Experirnents 1 & 2 on 3 naive 
subjt.clts wit,h displays containing either 12 or 24 stimulus patterns, using t lle sarrlr. 
paradigm as in Experiments 1 & 2. The display duration was varied systematically 
ill order to detcrlrline the tirne necessary to reach 75% correct p~rfornla~lce (tlata 
it~lalysis as in Chapter 3).  
Results 
For the triptych patterns from Experiment 1 (Figure 4.6A); the flat patterns elic~itctl 
parallel performance while the 3-D pat,terns did not. For the stimuli from Experirrle~lt 
2 we found that whcn the target, but not the distractors, had 3-D shape, perfor~nance 
was serial (Figure 4.6B). When the distractors, but not the target, had 3-D shape, 
performance approached parallel behavior. Overall, these results suggest a qualitative 
change in processing behavior that is correlated with t)hat of Experirrle~lts 1 & 2. 
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Figurc 4.6: (A) Stimulus patterns from Conditions 1 & 2 of Experiment 1 mcre 
tested in two display sizes. When the display size was increased from 12 to 24, tllc 
75% accuracy display durat,ion increased significantly for Condition 1 but not for 
Coldition 2. (B) For Conditio~is 1 & 2 in Experiment 2, when the display size was 
increased frorn 12 to 24 items, there was a significant increase in the 75%) accuracy 




Early vision 3-D mechanisms subserve fast reflectance calculations, particij~at~iilg 
in pop-out by discou~it~ing luminance differences. 
Tlle evidence from our experiments supports the hypothesis: 
1. Experimeilt 1 shows that 3-43 shape perception from stereo cues of botill the 
target and the distractors led to impairment of performance. Control oxperi- 
inerlts indicate the most likely explanation to be the discounting of llirninance 
differences. 
2. Experinlent 2 shows that by conferring 3-D shape only to distractors or only 
to targets result in opposite effects. When the distractors are 3-D, luiniriancc 
differences are disco~lnt~ed to an extent, rendering the flat target oasy to spot. 
When tlle distractors are flat and the target is 3-D: howcvcr, the noisy i3ack- 
ground together with an inconspicuous target make a difficult task. 
3. Experiment 3 shows that the improvements and impairments obscrved in Ex- 
periments 1 & 2 are correlated with qualitative changes in processiilg hellavior, 
from parallel to serial aild vice versa. 
The discounting of luminance difference when a shaded 2-D pattern is interprrtctl 
as a 3-D sllape can be seen even during stable viewing conditions. In Figure 4.7, a "C" 
corriposed of upside-down cubes is embedded within upright cubes. The 11lrniilarlcc of 
the darkest side of the upside-down cubes is varied systematically from light to dark. 
Tlie task is to choose the one that has a darkest side that is identical to that of the 
upright cubes. While the correct answer is actually the fifth upside-down cube in the 







.7: Upside-down cubes, forming a "C" pattern, are embedded among 
1 the upright cubes are identical in luminance pattern. The darkest 
ie-down cubes, however, varies from light to dark, while the other t~ 
constant. Which of the upside-down cubes has a luminance pattt 
:a1 to the upright ones? After you have made your choice, turn th 
own and make your choice again. Do your choices agree? 
upright 
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"C," sul)jects corisistently clloose the fourth, or even the third, one. We st~ggcst liat 
a 1ightc.r cu l~e  than the correct one is chosen hecause the darkest side of tlie ~lpriglit 
cube, interpreted as a 3-D shape, is perceived as lighter than its true luminance. dile 
to the discounting of luminance as being a result of shading rather tllan reflecta11c.e. 
On the other hand, discoil~lting occurs to a lesser degree for the upside-down clibes 
because it is less readily interpreted as a 3-D shape by the visual system (See Figure 
4.8h). When Figure 4.7 is viewed upside-down, this illusion is tlestroyrd. In t,his 
case, sorrle subjects will elloose the correct answer, while others will acttially choose 
tlie next darker cube, the sixth cube, which is consistent with tlie explarlatia~i that 
tlic llirniriance differences of the cubes making up the "C," now being upriglit and 
interpreted as 3-D shapes, are discounted to an extent. 
This static-view derri~nst~ration also supports our hypothesis that pop-out is based 
upon reflectance compntation (Figure 4.8B). Pop-out asymmetry is also seen (Figure 
4.8C) when flat patterns that do not have any perceptual 3-D shape are used to create 
displays with reflectanc:e rnaps equivalent to those depicted in Figure 4.8B. 
Our res~ilts suggest that early vision processes compute some aspects of allpar- 
erit reflectance tIoget,lier with 3-D shape. Fast and parallel discriminations are I~e t t r r  
explained on tJhe basis of apparent reflectance than that of perceptual 3-D shape or 
hrightJriess (See Figure 4.9). Perceptions of 3-D shape and reflectance are closely 
related (Met)c.lli, 1974; Bergstrorn, 1977; Gilchrist , 1979; Knill & Kersten, 1991; Adel- 
son, 1993); our experimental results show that this relationship beg-ins during the 
very early stages of visual processing. 
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Figure 4.8: (A) We suggest that the top-lit, upright cube pattern promotes 3-D 
shape perception by early vision processes more so than the upside-down one. Such a 
difference in shape perception would imply a difference in reflectance perception. (B) 
A multiple-reflectance patch would pop-out from a background of single reflectance, 
while a single-reflectance patch would be difficult to spot in a multiple-reflectance 
background. (C) Stimulus displays that have reflectance maps equivalent to those on 
the left, but no perceptual 3-D shape, result in a similar asymmetry in performance 
under controlled experimental conditions. Data was taken from 2 naive subjects at  a 
display duration of 120 msec. 
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Figure 4.9: This diagram summarizes schematically our proposed scheme for 3-D 
pop-out. While we do not completely rule out pop-out arising directly from 3-D 
shape, our results suggest that this is weak compared to the pop-out that arises from 
reflectance differences. 
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Chapter 5 Direction of Lighting - Where is the 
Sun? 
h?ore precisely, the question should be, "Where, do we think, is t,he SIIII'?" The two 
~011111111s of bubbles in Figure 5.1 are actually identically shaded, with onc coll~rn~i 
being the 180-degree rotation of the ot,her. The left column is typically perceived 
as being convex, while the left column is typically perceived as being concaw. Tlle 
contrasting pe rc~p t~s  may be explained by the fact that our visual systenl has a strong 
t,rndericp to assume that light is coming from above. 
Ramacliarldran (1988) demonstrated, using smoothly shaded "buhblr" stilnllli like 
the ones in Figure 5.1, that this assumption of lightjing-from-above is nscd also by 
grouping mechanisms. Lighting from above is apparently also assumed by early vision 
processes for interpreting fast and in parallel shaded, 2-D renditions of 3-D scelies. 
This has been shown using 3-D pop-out tasks by Braun (1990, 1993) and Kleffrler 
Rarrlachandra~l (1991), with shaded bubble stimuli, as well as by E n ~ i s  & Rensillk 
(1991) arid S~ul & Perona (1996~) with shaded cubes stimuli. hforeover, our previous 
work shows that when the distractors, but not the target, can be interpreted as 
convex and lit)-from-above, pop-out occurs. But what exactly does lit-from-al~ovc 
mean'? Does the visual system prefer similarly all lighting directions that arc above 
tjhe horizon, or does it have a more specific preferenceb? This is the qllestions wc wish 
to address with the following e~periment~s. 
Filial Copy 
Figure 5.1: Shaded bubbles are typically interpreted as 3-D shape with the assumption 
that lighting is coming from above. 
5.1 Methods 
5.1.1 Method 1 
Experiment 1 followed the same experiment procedure as that described for Experi- 
ments 1 & 2 of Chapter 4 (See Section 4.1). 
5.1.2 Method 2 
Images were generated on a Silicon Graphics Indigo2. Stimulus screens were viewed 
a t  a distance of 20 inches, with the vertical height of the screen subtending 30 degrees 
of visual angle. Each stimulus patterns spanned approximately 1 degree. Items were 
displayed on randomized depth planes so that the target could not be discriminated 
based solely on disparity information. 
We used a 2afc stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) paradigm with masking. Stimu- 
lus screens were composed of 24 smoothly shaded circles that are typically interpreted 
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as 3-D convexities lit from a direction parallel to the slladirig gradient. Backgrolind 
tlist)ractors were shaded in one orientation, thus simulating a consistent lighting tli- 
rection, while the target pattern, present during 50% of the trials, was shaded to 
sirnulatc. illtuninat ion froin the opposite direction. The lighting directtion, as defined 
by the shading gradient of the distractors, was llcld constant within a block and varied 
systenlatically het)ween blocks. 12 lighting directions were used, spanning the 360- 
degree space wenly. Exactly vertical lighting from above was designated as 0 degree. 
Left!-lighting was designat,ed as positive degrees from the vertical, and right-lighting 
was negative degree values (See Figure 5.2). 
Data was collected frorn 12  subject)^, 6 right-handers and 6 1cft)-llantlers, using 
a staircase rnctllod. The staircase rnethod converges at  67visited (MFV) tlluratic~n 
within each block was used to estimate 66.67% accuracy performance, and is iisetl as 
tlie ~ri t~crion for comparisori between lighting orientations. Each block corisistetl of 
60 to 80 t,rials, with approximately 1000 trials presented during each session. 
5.2 Experiments 
5.2.1 Experiment 1 - Shaded Corners 
111 Experirncnt 2 of Chapter 4, all the distra,ctor patterns were light on the left and 
dark on the right, aiid all the tlarget patterns arc light on the right and dark on the 
left>. In Condition 1 (Fig. 5a), for example, the 3-D distractors could be interpreted 
as being lit frorn the left, and a significant improvement in performance was seen over 
t,lie condition in which both t,arget and distxactors were fiat. We collected data using 
right-lit distxactors and left,-lit targets as well (See Figure 5.3). If the visual systrin 
does not have a preference between lighting from the left and lighting from the right,, 
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Figure 5.2: An example of a O-degree stir 
the left is denoted by positive angles fron 
in B, and a 90-degree screen is shown in C 
Final Copy 
lulus screen is shown in A. Lighting from 
. the vertical; a 30-degree screen is shown 
. D shows a right-lit screen(-60 degrees). 
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Figure 5.3: Result,s for 6 conditions displayed a t  a duration of 180 msec are sllown. 
"A7' c*oriditions have distractors that arc lit from the left, anti "B" conditions liave 
distractors t,hat are lit from the right. 
wch wo111d cspect to sre the same level of improved performance when 3-D shape is 
imposed usirlg stereo disparity. 
Figure 5.3 compares performance between conditions in which distractors were 
right-lit (B's) a,nd conditions in which distractors were left-lit (A's). We see that: 
I. Performances in Conditions lB ,  2B, & 3B do not differ significantly fro111 each 
2. While 2 4  does not differ significantly from 2B, and 3A does not differ signifi- 
cantly frorn 3B, we see a significant difference between 14 and 1B. 
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These results suggest that in early vision, lighting-from-left is preferr~d over 
lighting-fi-onl-right, in the sense that discounting of lurninarlce differences occurs nlore 
efl'cctivcly when the shading of the 3-D shape is c~nsist~ent  with the left-lit asslimption. 
5.2 .2  Experiment 2 - Shaded Bubbles 
Figure 5.4 shows data from one subject. The most frequently visited tluration is 
plott,ed for each of 12 lighting orientations. 0 degrees represent vertical lighting f?om 
directly overhead, arld 180 degrees represent lighting from directly below. Tllc rallgcl 
between -90 and 90 degrees represent lighting fro111 above the horizon. Negative 
dcgrees indicate ligllting from the right, and positive degrees indicate lighting from 
the left. We see that,  indeed, the visual system does not have a uniform prcfc~rc~lcc 
for all lighting directions that are above the horizon. The most preferred direction of 
liglltirlg is also not the directly overhead, 0-degree orientation. For this subject, thr  
rrlost preferred lighting direction appears to be between 30 and 60-degrees left of the 
vrrtical. F~irt~hermore, a marked asymmetry is seen between the various left-liglitirlg 
and right-lighting orientations: 30 degrees is preferred over -30 degrees, 60 degrees is 
preferred over -60 degrees, and 90 degrees is preferred t,o an even larger est,ent over 
-90 degrees. 
We investigate more specifically this asymmetry between corresponding left-right 
angles of illumination by computing the mean difference between each of the three 
pairs of corresponding angles for all 12 subjects. The results are shorn  in Figure 5.5. 
The preference for left-lighting over right-lighting is apparent. 
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F i r e  5.4: Lighting orientation, as defined by the distractors, is plotted on the s- 
axis; negative degrees indicate lighting from the right and positive clegrrr.~ i~ldicate 
liglltirig from the left. The SO4 duration estimated for 67% accuracy is plotted on 
the y-axis. 
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30, -30 60, -60 90, -90 
Lighting Orientations Compared (right - left) 
Figure 5.5: Each bar gives the average difference across 12 subjects botwce11 the 
performance for a right-lit condition with its corresponding left-lit corldition. Results 
are given for the 30, 60, and 90-degree pairs. The p-value for significancr is giver1 
above each har. 
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5.3 Probable Causes 
Wliat is this asymirletry due to? We suggest that this left-right asyrnrnrtry 1n;y be 
rclat,ed to orie or more of the other more obvious left-right asym1xletric.s that occur in 
hurilari beings. We list four sucll asymmetries: 
1. In-born haiidedness 
Most of us are either right-handed or left-handed. Very few of us are exartily 
ambidextrous. Perhaps our handedness determines also our prefcrcnce for left 
or right lightiing. It is possible that,  for whatever reason, right-baritlers prefer 
left)-lightiiiig and left-handers prefer right-lighting, or vice versa. 
2. Handrdness-related experience 
Arlotlier possibility is that lighting preference, instead of being directly linked 
to tlle inborn handedness of a person, is the result of experience that is iri t u r l  
related to handedness. For instance, when one arranges one's workspac*~. it) 
makes sense to position a movable light source, or position oneself in relation to a 
fixed light source, such that one's dominant hand for manipulatiori does iiot cast 
a shadow upori the relevant areas of the workspace. A right)-hander would bc 
expectled then to pla.ce his/her desk lamp on the left (Figure 3.6) ? resultirig over 
tlie years, perhaps, in a preference for left-lighting. For left-lianders, however, 
tlle situation is more complicated. While we would expect left-handers t)o do tlie 
opposite, thus resulting in a preference for right-lighting, we must corisider t l ~  
fact that left-handers live in a right-handers' world. Classrooms, for. exa~nple, 
often have windows on the left instead of the right (Figure 5.7). We predict 
that,  if handedness-related experience is what deterniines lighting prefermccl, 
right-handers would prefer left-lighting, while left-handers, due t,o tlicir niixcd 
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experience, may exhibit a wider range of preferences, ranging possiblv froiii 
a riglit,-lighting preference to no preference to  a less pronomlced left,-lighting 
3. Brain lateralization 
Anotlier biological asymmetry we have is the lateralization of our brain. Most 
people are left hemisphere dominant for language and analytical tasks, wliilr 
the right hr~nisphere is believed to he dominant for spatial-pr.rcept,ual tasks for 
niost people. Since lighting convex scenes from the left would result in highcr 
co~lt~rast, and therefore increased information, in the left visual liemifield, and 
the left visual hemifield is processed by the right lieniispherr, we suggest t l i ~ t  
perhaps those of 11s who are right hemisphere dominant for spatiial-percel~t~lal 
tasks would also prefer left-lighting to right-lighting (See Figure 5.8). 
4. R'eading direction 
While most languages are written and read from left to right, there arc some 
languages, like Chinese arid Hebrew, tliat a8re writ,ten and read from right to 
lefti. We propose this asymmetry to be anotller possible explanation for the 
left-right lighting asymmetry. 
Tlie above four hypotheses and predictions are summarized in Figure 5.9. We note 
tliat the hypotheses of inborn handedness, brain lateralization, and reading direction 
would all result in lighting preferences tlmt are mirror symmetric for the left and 
right cases. The hypotliesis for handedness-related experience, in contrast, predicts a 
lcft-lighting preference for right-handers, and a relatively weaker or mixed response 
for left-handers. 
Final Copy 
Figure 5.6: The working environment of a right-hander is usually set up with the 
light on the left. 
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Figure 5.7: Because most students are right-handed, classrooms tend to be set 11p 
with windows on the left. 
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Left Hemisphere Right Hemisphere 
language and spatial-perceptual 
analytical tasks tasks 
Figure 5.8: Another biological asymmetry we have is our asymmetry in brain later- 
alization. Most people are right-brain lateralized for spatial-perceptual tasks, while 
some are flipped with respect to the norm. 
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HYPOTHESIS PREDICTION 
Figure 5.9: The predictions that follow from each hypothesis are summarized in this 
chart. 
5.3.1 Lighting Preference and Handedness 
We fitted a parabolic curve to the relevant portion of the psychometric curve of each 
subject. The lighting direction at  which the minimum of the parabola occurs is used 
as an estimate of the subject's preferred lighting direction (Figure 5.10). 
After obtaining an estimate of the preferred direction of lighting from each subject, 
we averaged the data according to the self-declared handedness of the subjects. The 
average preferred direction of lighting is shown for each group is shown in the bar 
graph of Figure 5.11. 
Since handedness is not a binary characteristic, we also evaluated the relative 
handedness of our subjects using a standardized 10-item questionnaire developed 
by Oldfield (1971). Left-handedness is indicated with a negative score, while right- 
handedness is indicated with a positive score. The absolute value of the score is used 
as an indicator of the strength of handedness. 
Figure 5.12 shows preferred lighting direction plotted against handedness. The 
correlation coefficient is 0.67. From Figures 5.11 & 5.12, we make the following 
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Figure 5.10: A parabolic curve is fitted to the relevant portion of tlle data of each 
subject. This graph gives as an example the data and the fitted curve for Subject 
AW. For AW, the preferred angle of lighting is 16 degrees left of the vrrtic:wl. 
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Figure 5.12: Preferred angle of lighting is plotted against a handedness score for 
earl1 slibject. The handedness score is derived from the Oldfield (1977) 1nve11t~or-y~ a 
standardized q~est~iounaire for evaluating handedness. 
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1. Preferrrlce of lighting direction is not strictly determined by inborn liarldedness. 
While all rig1lt)-handers prefer left-lighting, so do most, but not all, left-lla~itlers. 
2. Right and left-handers separate into two statistically distinct groups. 
3. Right-handers as a group prefer a larger angle of left,-lighting than left-hantlers. 
4. There is a general trend of correlation between handedness and lighting prefer- 
ence. 
5.3.2 Brain Lateralization and Lighting Preference 
Nest we wish to investigate the possible correlation between brain lateralization and 
lighting preference. We used the dat,a collected for Experiment 2 to assay herrlisplleric 
dominance. We simply compared each individual subject's performance on trials ill 
which t)lle ta,rget appeared in the left hemifield to his/her performance on trials irl 
which the tiarget appeared in the right hemifield. We included only data for 1~1lic.h 
the display duration was 180 msec or less. 
Figure 5.13 shows t he preferred visual hemifield plotted against handed~less. As 
espectetl, the vast majority of the subjects are right-brain lateralized for our task, 
resulting in better performance for the left visual hemifield than the right. Our reslllts 
of find only two subjects, both left-handers, who are left-brain lateralizcd for tllis task 
are consisterlt with the statistics given in the literature: approximately 30% of left- 
llarldtrs and approximately 5% of right-handers display brain lateralization that is 
flipped with respect to the norm (Rasmussen & Milner, 1977). 
Our next figure (Figure 5.11) plots brain lateralization against lighting prefercrlce. 
We find that,  while all subjects who are right-brain lateralized for this task prefers 
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Figure 5.13: Handedness is plotted on the x-axis, and diffrrence in p~rforrnarlcc. l,e- 
tween target present in left-hemifield trials and target presmt in right-hc~mifield trials 
is plotted on the y-axis. 
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Hemispheric Dominance 
Figure 5.14: Preferred direction of lighting is plotted against, he~rlispheric donlillallcc 
for our 3-D pop-out task, as deterrnined by hemifield preference 
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left-lighti~ig, among the two subjects wlio display left-brain spe~ializat~iori, one prcfcrs 
left-lighting and the other prefers right-lighting. While the data for tlir right-1)rain 
lateralized subjects suggest a correlation between brain lateralization and lighting 
preference, due to the small number of left-brain specialized subjects u~lio part!icipatetl 
iri our experiment, it is difficult to make a corlclr~sive statement. 
5.4 Discussion 
Early vision 3-D nlechanisms make a priori assumptions about direction of lighting 
that are not discounted even when over-all shading patterris anti stJerco cues iridi- 
cate tlle contrary. Lighting-from-above is preferred over 1ight)ing-from-bsh, anti olir 
results thus far suggest that lighting-fi-om-left is preferred over lighting-fiorrz-right . 
Morr specifically, our results show that tlie most preferred direction of lightirlg for 
thsr vast inajority of the population is top-left, at  around 25 degreos frorri tlie vertic;il. 
Right-handers show a stronger preference and a larger angle of preference than do 
left-hariders. Among the hypotlieses that may account for this left-liglitJing preft~rcnce, 
we i~elirvc. that our data rnost st!rongly supports tlie hypothesis of liantiedriess-relatcd 
cxpr2rrence. 
While we have only just now begun to quantify tJhis preference for tJop-left ligl~t~ing, 
we suggest that artists, either corisciously or subconsciously, have been irifluflnced by 
this fact for huridreds of years. In a survey of 225 paintings taken a t  randorn frorri the 
Louvrcl, tlie Prado, and tlie Norton Simon Museum, two riaivr subjects classifirtl 77%) 
+ 0.55% of the paintings as being lit from the left (p < 0.05). These subjec+tjs also -
estimated, using a protractor, the angle of lighting direction. Only the coniponerit 
of tlir a~igle tlhat is withiri the plane of the paintirig was considered. Thrh angles 
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Evaluation of Lighting Direction in Paintings 
Lighting Direction of Painting - degrees 
Figure 5.15: The lighting directions of paintings from 3 ma,jor mnse~mls arc. drter- 
rrlined by two naive subjects. Results show a marked tendrrlcy for artists to clioose 
top-left lighting. 
of ligllt4irlg as determined by the two subjects are llistogranlmed in Figure 5.15. 
Tllcl result shows that artists choose most often a lighting dire~t~ion that is typically 
between 30 and 60 degrees to t1he left of the vertical. In fact, a survey of corrlputer 
graphics images from t,he net reveals that 3-43 icons and logos also show a rrlarked 
tendency to be rendered as to suggest top-left lighting (Figure 5.16). 
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Figure 5.16: 3-D icons and logos found on the net are almost exclusively rendered 
with top-left lighting. 
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Chapter 6 Stereo and Shading 
I11 Chapter 5 wr addressed the issue that 2-D shaded imagrs are intrinsic;illy ani- 
I~iguous, and the visual system, in order to arrive at  an unarribiguons 3-D intclrprr- 
tat ion, employs the assumption of top, or more precisely, tiop-leftj, lighting. Early 
vision procc3sses seem also to have a preference for convex shapes over ronc;lvc. o11es. 
This additional preference is suggested by asymmetric pop-out behaviors o11scrvc.d by 
Brauri (1990, 1993) and Sun & Perona (1993, 1996~) .  (See Chapter 3). Both t,hesc 
assu~nptions are illustrated by the target-distractor reversal t,ask shown in Figi~rci 
6.1. LVhrn the distractm patterns are perceived as convex cubes which arc sliowing 
their top sides, as in Figure 6.1AI Conditiorls 1 & 2, a dark-topped t,arget is easy to 
spot among light-topped distractors However, a light)-topped target is difficult to spot 
anong  dark-topped distractors (Figure 6.1B). If Figure 6.1 is viewed npside-tlo~vn 
(Conditions 3 & 4), both sets of distractor patterns can be perceivetl as co~ivcx c*ubes 
t)liat are showing their bottoms. In tihis case. results show that a. light-1)ottornt.d 
targtit is significantily easier to find than a dark-bottomed target (Figure 6.1C), p r ~ -  
sllmahly because early vision mechanisms preferentially deal with distractors that) 
can i ~ c  int~erpreted as convex and top-lit. Note, however, that these " invert~etl" ctll)rs 
take longer to process, requiring a. display duration of 200 rnsec, as opposed to t,he 
130 rrisec display duration for the "normal" cubes. Similar results from react,ion tirric. 
experiments were reported also by Enns & Rensink (1990). 
IVliat happens, however, if stereo disparity information is available. leaving 110 
do~lbt  as to the 3-D shape int,erpretation? Do early vision processes then rt~cognizc: 
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Flat Normal Cubes Flat Inverted Cubes 
Figure 6.1: (A) Displays similar to those shown for Conditions 1 & 2 were shown at 
a duration of 130 msec. An asymmetry in performance is observed (B). Conditions 
3 & 4, displayed at  200 msec, also resulted in an asymmetry (C), but in the opposite 
direct ion. 
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these assumptions of lightning and convexity as redundant aild consrqucntly discartls 
t llc~nl? 
In tllc following experiments, we will address tlhe "strength" of thcsc. two as- 
slimptions iridivitlllally by imposing 3-D shape via stereo disparity cues o ~ l t ~ o  sliatlcd 
patterns. 
6.1 Methods 
The following experiments were conducted with the same experiment prorrtlure as 
that described for Experimentls 1 & 2 of Chapter 4 (See Section 4.1). The only 
tliffc.rrncc is in the micropatterns that were used. Instead of 2-panel and triptych 
rnirropatterns, we used shaded cube micr~pat~terns similar to those displayed i11 Figure 
6.1. 
6.2 Experiments 
6.2.1 Experiment 1 - Convex Shapes 
We investigate the top-lighting assumption in Experiment 1 by forcing convex shape 
il~t~erprclt~ation ont)o shaded cubes with the use of stxreo disparitly rues. Thr  upright 
cubes, both flat and convex conditions, were displayed at  a duration of 130 rnsec, 
while the inverted cubes were displayed at  a duration of 200 rnsec. If the top-lighting 
assu~nptioi~ is unnecessary when there is unambiguous 3-D shape, we would not esprcat 
to observe asynlmetrirs like those shown in Figure 6.1. 
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Convex vs Flat Normal Cubes 
I 
3a. convex 4a. convex 
3b, flat 4b. flat 
Convex vs Flat Inverted Cubes 
Figurc 6.2: When 3-D shape is conferred using stereo disparity cues, the a s y ~ n m ~ t r y  
in performance is enhanced for both the normal cubes (display durat>ion = 130 inser) 
anti thc. inverted rubes (200 msec). 
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Results 
Res~llts are shown in Figure 6.2. An asymmetry is seen betwren the corivex coriditiorls 
(Conditions l a  & 2a; Conditions 3a & 4a) as well as the flat conditions (Conditions 
l b  & 21,; Colidtions 3b Xi 4b). We do not obscrve "rescue" frorn asymmetry. 
It is possible no rescue was observed simply because shape froni stereo disparity 
cues may require longer than the 130 rnsec display duration to estjablish, anti tliil 
illforrnation is therefore discarded. We suggest tjhat this is not the case, sirice a 
sigriificant irriprovmment can he observed when the easy flat conditions (Contiitiorls 
111 & 4h) were made convex by stereo (Conditions l a  Xi 4a). By imposing stereo 
tlisparitv cues, not only was the asyrnmetry not rescued, it was in fact enhanced. 
6.2.2 Experiment 2 - Concave Shapes 
In tliis cxpcrirnent we investigate the effects of imposing concave shape via strrco 
disparity cues. An identical experiment as Experiment 1 is contlucted here, with t)lir 
sul~stitlition of convex cubes by concave corners. If the concavity arid corivrxit,y arc. 
ecln;illjr preferred when there is unambiguous 3-D shape, we would cxprct to observc 
large ~ffects,  comparable to those observed in Experimerit 1. 
Results 
Results are shown in Figure 6.3. For the upright conditioris (Conditions 1 & 2), 
no i~nprowment at  all is seen when concavity is imposed using stereo disparity. h 
very slight irnpairrnent is seen when corlcavity is imposed in Condition 1. For thr. 
inverted conditions, we see a significant improvement when concavitjy was conferred 
in Condition 3, resulting in a partial "rescue" from asymmetry. 
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Concave vs Flat Normal Cubes 
3a. concave 4a. concave 
3b. flat 4b. flat 
Concave vs Flat Inverted Cubes 
Figure. 6.3: When concave 3-D shape is conferred using stereo disparity curs, the 
asym~lietry is not significantly enhanced for the normal cubes (130 insee), and is 
significaritly reduced for the inverted cubes (200 msec) . 
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Overall, the large effects seen with the convex cubes over flat ones (Figure 6.2, 
Co~ldit~ions 1 & 4) is not seen with concave comers. 3 out of 5 subjects rrportthtl tjhat, 
tAc concave percept was difficult to achieve. They reported that they cot~ld only see 
the cubes as concave through conscious effort. 
6.3 Discussion 
M7e sllggest a possible explanation for the enhanced asymmetry seen in Experirrlent 1. 
ln  Chapter 4. we report experimental results consistent wit,h the hypotlhcsis that t llcl 
prilriary cllc for 3-D pop-out is reflectance, rather than 3-D shape or luminance. Wil 
proposed that a percept of 3-D shape leads to a discouriting of apparent lunli~lanc+c, 
rcsl~lting in a more uniform apparent reflectance. Distractors tliat are int)rrpretcd 
as 3-D wo~lltl result in a more uniform background that faci1itat)es target det,ectiori, 
wlrile distractors that do not promote 3-D interpretatiori wo~ild result in n "color- 
ful" background of rnultiple reflectanccs, leading to difficult target ~letrct~ion (Sun &- 
Perona, 1996:t). 
Both cases of asymmetry enhancement may be explained based on this hypot,hesis. 
In Coriditions l a  & 4a, both the shading and the stereo cues of the tiistractors arc 
consistent with a top-lit, 3-D interpretat,ion. Luminance differences are discounted 
to an even larger extent than in t)he flat conditions due to strong shape i~iterpretix- 
tion fronl stereo cues. The targets, however, while also having a 3-D interprctatiori, 
llave shntling cues that are inconsistent with a top-lighting interpretlation. While the 
distractors in Conditioris l a  & 4a are interpreted as cubes of single reflectance, the 




The lack of improvement seen in Conditions 2 & 3 when convexity was imposctl 
using stereo cues further supports the notion that early vision 3-D nlechanisms rnalte 
a strong assumption for top-lighting. We suggest that tlle distractors of Co~ltlit~ions 2a
Jr 2% arc intIerprtted as c11bc.s of multiple reflectances, while the targets arc i~lterpret~cd 
as c~ll.)cs of uniform reflectance, resulting in conditions that are by no means any easier 
than the original flat conditions (2b gL 3b). 
Thcsr results are corlsiste~lt with the proposal tlliat early vision 3-D 1necll;nlisrns 
rrlaltr u. pnori assumptions about lighting direction that cannot be over-tunietl everi 
when shape information is made unarnbiguol~s through the use of stereo tlisparity 
cues. Furtllermore, we note that all significant effects of irnposirlg convexity irlvo1vc.d 
in~provrrne~it of the easy flat conditions and not the hard ones. This suggests that 
an unambiguous convex percept is congruent with the default shape ass~~ruptiorl; arl
assumption of convexity. 
Experirnclnt 2 shows that while irnposing concavity can cause a slight irnpi~irnlcllt 
of an easy flat condition (Condition 1) and improvement of a difficult fiat corltlition 
(Condition 3), unlike imposing convexity, it does not facilitate the processing of either 
of thcl easy flat conditions. This supports the idea that the early vision mechanisms 
involved here make an initial assumption for convex, not concave shapes. Ovrrall, the 
cffects arc. ltlss prominent than those observed in Experimerlt 1, again snggestivc of 
tllcl riotion that carly vision 3-43 mechanisms prefer convex shapes over concave ones. 
Tlle sigrlificant effectJs seen here are also in line with tIhe hypothesis that easy 
dis~riminat~ion is based upon reflectance differences. In Condition 1, concave disparity 
curs would lead to tihe interpretation of the distractors as concave corners of lrlultiplc 
reflectances. This would lead to more difficult detection. In Condition 3, t)he effect, 
is larger. perhaps due to the longer display duration. We stlgg~st here that irnl~osing 
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concavc~ disparity allows the distractors to be interpreted as being top-lit, tkrt lby 
loading to facilitated performance. 
Tlir results of Experiment 2 and the reports given by the subjecats s~iggest tliat 
early vision nlechanisms process convex shapes more readily than roncavc shapes. 
Overall, the results of Experiment 1 and 2 support the idea that early visiori 
processes make default assumptions about lighting direction ant1 sha!pth that ranriot> 
be readily overturned even when 3-D shape is rnade uriambignous by stmeo di~par i t~y 
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Chapter 7 Influence of Contextual Information 
The results from our pop-out experiments suggest the existence of mcchanislns 
that can cornpute 3-D interpretations of shaded patterns composing a seme fast and 
ili parallel. We also found that subject performance is highly correlated wit,h reports 
of rasp 3-D scene interpretation during short display dnrations. Is this 3-D pop-olit 
based solely on local mechanisms, or can this process be irlfiuer-iccd by glol-)a1 antl/or 
contextual information? The following set of cxperirnents investigate this cluest ion. 
7.1 Methods 
7.1.1 Experimental Set-Up 
The same 2AFC S o h  with masking paradigm was used for this secoriti set 
of experiments. 111 Experiments 1 & 2, 6, 12, 18, or 24 items of display were iisrd. 
111 test experiments, iterns ranged in size from 0.9 to 2.6 degrees arid werc arrariged 
according to size (See Figures 7.2, top row & 7.3, left). 111 addit,ion, one coriditiori 
involved a backgrourid that suggested the context of a room. Thc background was 
displayed throughout the duration of the experiment. In control experinirnts, all 
itcrris had the same size (1.5 degrees of visual angle), and no backgrouxid context enes 
were used. In Experiment 3, 3, 6, or 12 items were displayed a t  ari eccentricity of 4.3 
degrees of visual anglr, with random jitter of up to 0.3 degrees. In test experiments, 
the items were displayed within a wall frame that has a 3-D iritrrpretation. In coritrol 
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cxpcriments, the frame did not have a 3-D interpretation (See Figure 7.6). Botli 2-I) 
ant1 3 -0  frames were displayed statically througho~lt the experilncnt. 
7.1.2 Data Analysis 
Psjrchometric curves were fitted using the same method drscril~cd in the Data 
Analysis section of Chapter 3. SOA durations necessary for ~bt~ainil ig 75%) accuracy 
were t~stirnatcd for both test arid control conditions for each sul~ject. Iritlividual 
ilrlprovorrients wore cornbineti by weighted averaging to give the rnran irnprovclnrut 
arid an associated standard error. Dat!a is presented in tlerrris of nieari iml)rovc.merit of 
performance under test conditions with respect to control co~idit~ions. Tllc prohal~ility 
that irnprovmient is significantly greater t]han zero is given as a measure of corifitle~ic*~. 
7.2 Experiments 
7.2.1 Experiment 1 - Normal Orientation Cubes in Room 
Context 
We see frorn Figure 7.1 that cubes of different sizes make a rnlich harder 
task tllari cubes of all the same size, a size that is about the average of the cnbw 
iri the tiifferent-sizes condition. Necessary SOA duration for the largest display size 
increases more than 100 nlsec. In Experirnent 1, we investigate the condition in which 
the cubes arc of different sizes, but are arranged in an orderly size gradient. 
In orir display condition, the arrangement mimics the effect of cubes sitting or1 the 
grollncl, receding of3 intx the distance (See Figure 7.2 top-left). Figure 7.2 (bottorrl- 
left) graphs the results in terms of improvermerit over control condition of same-sized 
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Figure 7.1: Performance of three subjects was tested using shaded cubes of different 
sizes (left). The results are shown in comparison to that of same-size shaded cubes 
on the right. 
cubes, with degradation of performance represented as negative improvement. There 
is an impairment of 20 to 30 msec. 
When the perspective cues were reinforced by a background room context (See 
Figure 7.2, top-right), however, we found an overall trend of improvement. The 
confidence levels of improvement for the four increasing display sizes are 93%, >99%, 
>99%, and 96% respectively. Subjects reported that the perspective sizing enhanced 
the 3-D percept and made the task easier. In contrast, for what we call the ceiling 
perspective with room context (Figure 7.3), which is a rather unusual viewing con- 
dition that does not fit with the apparent orientation of the shaded cubes, results 
conlpiled from 3 subjects show significant negative effects for the larger display sizes. 
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Figure 7.2: Top row shows normal orientation cubes arranged in floor perspective 
(left) and normal orientation cubes in a room context as well as in floor perspective 
(right). Bottom row shows the respective effects of these enhancements in terms of 
improvement. These plots reflect the data collected from 4 and 3 subjects, respec- 
t ively. 
7.2.2 Experiment 2 - Reverse Orientation Cubes in Room 
Context 
Experiment 2 deals with the effect of contextual information on reverse orien- 
tation cubes. Three subjects were tested on the ceiling perspective only experiment, 
and two subjects were tested on the one that included a room context. 
When only perspective is used, we see a generally insignificant effect, except for 
the 6-item case (Figure 7.4, left). When room context is added, however, the im- 
provement becomes significant (confidence level at >99% for all display sizes), and 
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6 12 18 24 
Items of Display 
Figure 7.3: Normal orientation cubes were arranged in ceiling perspective and room 
context (left). The improvement of this condition over the standard task is shown on 
the right. 
especially large for the two larger display sizes (Figure 7.4, right). Although we 
originally thought that these reverse orientation cubes would be best perceived as 
cubes hanging from the ceiling and therefore a floor perspective should hinder per- 
formance, some subjects reported that the floor perspective enhanced perception of 
the 3-D scene by allowing the stimuli that were previously difficult to interpret to be 
perceived as cubes balanced on a single vertex. 
To test our hypothesis that the reverse orientation cubes might be best perceived 
as bottom-lit cubes hanging from the ceiling, we tested 3 subjects on stimuli consisting 
of reversed cubes arranged in a ceiling perspective, as shown on the left of Figure 
7.5. Data was only collected for 3 display sizes: 12, 18, and 24 items. We see overall 
improvement that is correlated with subjects' reports of enhanced 3-D perception 
(Figure 7.5, right). The confidence levels of improvement for the three increasing 
display sizes are >99%, >99%, and 97%. 
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Floor Perspective Effects Effects of Floor Perspective with Room Context 
1501 I 1501 I 
I - Reverse Orientation Cubes 
I - Reverse Orientation Cubes 
-50' I 1 
6 12 18 24 6 12 18 24 
-50' 
Items of Display Items of Display 
Figure 7.4: Reverse orientation cubes arranged in floor perspective (left) and with 
room context (right) is shown on the top row. Bottom graphs depict the respective 
effects. 
7.2.3 Experiment 3 - Holes in Walls 
In this experiment, we extend our investigation of contextual effects to  a 
pattern other than the shaded cube. For a rotated Y-junction in a square, which may 
be interpreted as a hole, we ask the question: how does a context that has either a 
consistent or an inconsistent 3-D interpretation with respect to its embedded patterns 
affect performance? Figures 7.6.4 & B show the displays which have distractor holes 
that are respectively consistent and inconsistent with the "3-D" wall frame. For 
control, an analogous surrounding frame that has no 3-D interpretation was used 
(Figure 7.6C). 
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Ceiling Perspective Effects 
- Reverse Orientation Cubes 
12 18 24 
Items of Display 
Figure 7.5: Reverse orientation cubes were also tested in ceiling perspective (left). 
The results are summarized in this graph in terms of improvement (right). 
Data was collected from 4 subjects for the consistent 3-D frame experiment, 
and 3 subjects for the inconsistent 3-D frame experiment. Compared with the con- 
trols, the 3-D frame that was consistent with the distractor holes facilit,ated perfor- 
mance significantly, a t  a confidence level of >99% for every display size. There is also 
a t,rend for larger improvements to occur for larger display sizes (Figure 7.7, left). 
The 3-D frame inconsistent with the distractor holes did not lead to statistically 
significant improvements or impairments (Figure 7.7, right). For the inconsistent 
frame ca'se, some subjects saw the distractors as protruding cones, which would be 
consistent with the shading of the frame, instead of inconsistent holes. Other subjects 
saw the distractors as inconsistent holes only. We suspect that performance may have 
been facilitated for those who formed the consistent percept, but not for those who 
formed only the inconsistent percept. This dichotomy in perception might explain 
the large error bars. 
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7.3 Discussion 
The results from all three sets of ind~lcement experirncnts suggest tliat con- 
textual information influences perception and performance. There arc instaric*es of 
i~r~provelnent as well as impairment, with effects that are genrmlly larger for the 
largrr display sizes (Figures 7.1 - 3 7.4 (left), 7.7 (right!)). We believe that tillrbse 
results can bc best understood as a combination of bottorn-tip textural eE(>c*tis and 
top-down expectation effects. 
7.3.1. Textural Effects 
Figure 7.1 shows a correlation between the disruption of textural unifor~riity 
and the hrealc-down of perceptual pop-out!. This result suggests the involve~rlclrit of 
text~ir;tl mechanisms alongside t!he fast and parallel processing of 3-D shapes. 
Drarriatic impair~nent of performance is "rescued" to a large extent, however, if 
the tliEercnt,-sized cubes, instead of positioned at  random, arc arrarlgetl according to 
size (Figure 7.2, left!). The largest illcrease in necessary SOA is about 30 rnsrc in- 
stcad of over 100 rnsec. We suggest that this partial rescue is due to thc fact t8hat tjhe 
clll~cs, when arranged according to size, give rise to a textlure that is, at  least locally, 
liornogerieous. Background homogeneity has been shown to a large ~ffect  on scarch 
cfficicncy (Duncan & Humphrey, 1989; Wolfe et al., 1992). The rernairlirlg irrlpair- 
mpnt could be explained if tlhe texture mrchanisrn prefererltially subserves ~lriifornl 
t ext~ires, or if some of these cubes are of a size that hinders discrimination, either too 
big or too small. 
Not only can the texture gradient perform partial rescue, we see from Exprrirrlent 2 
that it can even enhance performance in tlhe difficult task involving: rcvrrse orientation 
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cul~es (Figures 7.4 (left) & 7.5). In particular, reverse cubes shown in 2% ceiling 
perspective resulted in a large improvement. For the 18-it,em display, the ilriprovcnic.rlt 
is around 100 msec. 
It is well-known that texture density gradients can induce the percept of a receding 
plarirl (Gibson, 1950). We suggest that the textural mechanisms for the perceptjiori 
of surface slant are engaged here. When the reverse c~lbes are shown irl perspective 
view, textural mechanisms for extracting ground-plane slant are driven by t,he ap- 
parent tcxture gradient). The resulting percept of a surface in 3-D woultl rrihancc 
the i~iterprcbtation of the display as a physical scene, allowing tlre patterns to bc per- 
ccivcti as 3-D shapes. Subjects' reports confirm that,  indeed, the coiling perspective 
enhaiiced the perception of the patterns as cubes hanging from the ceiling. For tihe 
Boor perspective condition, some subjects described that the reverse orieritatior~ cli11cs 
looktd like cubes balanced 011 a vertex. 
In Experimrnt 3, the effect of contextJual informat,ion is c.xt,eridetl to a stirrillllls 
otlier tlian tJllc shaded cube. We find that a consistent wall frame irnprovcs p~r fo r -  
marice while an incorisistent one does not. We suggest that tcxtural effects rnay be at) 
work lierc also. Textural derisity has been sl~om7n to be an important factor ill texture 
segnient atlion experiments (Julesz, 198 1). For the consistent-frarne experiment), the 
up11er-right corner of the wall has the exact same configuration as that of the target 
(Figure 7.6A). This corner junction adds to the textural density of the target pattern, 
and rrlay increase its saliency, consequently improving performance. 
7.3.2 Expectation Effects 
Textural mechanisms, however, cannot account for all of our o1)served. con-- 
t c ~ t ~ u a l  effects. 
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Evidence from Experirnents 1 & 2 points to an i~lfluence other t)han tzxtural 
effrcts. htlcling a background room coritlext gave strong effects in all cases (Fignrrs 
7.2 (right), 7.3, & 7.4 (right)). In Figure 7.2, we see that while perspective cues 
alorlc~ counteracted somewhat tllle effect of differential sizing, the I,ackground roo111 
context actually led t!o significant improvement for sorrie display sizes. Similarl\: in 
Experiment 2, tlhe improvement went from being insigriificarit for all but the sniallrst 
clisplay size to being statistically significant for every display size wlleii tho rooni 
backgro~lnd was added (Figure 7.4). Improvements for the 18- and 24-item displays 
were particularly large. 
Can tlitlsc. effects be explained also by bottom-up tlextural nicchanisnis'? Pcrhaps 
the two shaded junctions that made up the back corners of the rooni provided ad- 
tlitional t>extural density? This is unlikely because these ju~rctioris do not have the 
sarrlp configuration or shading as either the distractors or the target. Perhaps the 111- 
rninance disconti~luity formed by the top or the base of the two side walls, depending 
on tlie expcrirne~lt. served as "guidelines" for perceiving t,he texture gradient, tliclreby 
facilitating tlir. texture gradient mechanisms for extracting surface slant)'? Agairi, we 
bc.lievc3 this effect to be nlinimal at  most, sirice these lines are quite short, spanning 
less thali a quarter of the height of the display. 
We sllggest , as an alternative, top-down expectation effects. Both the background 
room context in Experiments 1 & 2 and the wall frame in Experi~nent 3 were ~t~atical ly 
displayed on tlie screen arid did not flash on and off at  short durat)ions with tllc 
target and distractor stinmli. These static background displays rnay have served 
as a constant reminder that the stimuli about to be flashed on should 11r given a 
particular 3-D interpretation. When the flashed stimuli were consistent with the 
preconceived scene interpretation, perception was facilitated, arid performarice was 
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clnhamceil (Figures 7.2 (right), 7.4 (right), & 7.7 (left,)). On the other hand, when t)lic. 
flashed stimuli were inconsistent with the preconceived interprrtlatjio~i, pc~rforlnance 
was impaired (Figure 7.3). This expectation effect may be related to thr idca of top- 
down guidance in the "guided search rrlodel" proposed by Wolfe urld c:ollahorators. Trl 
thc. guided search model, attention can be guided in parallel by top-down inforrrlation, 
allowillg for increased search efficiency (Cave & Wolfe, 1990; Wolfe, Cavc., & Frw~izel, 
1989). 
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Figure 7.6: Consistent distractor holes in 3-D wall (A), inconsistent distractor holes 
in 3-D wall (B), and frame with no 3-D interpretation for control experiments (C) 
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Figure 7.7: Improvement of performance for the consisterit framr. condition over tlitl 
c*ont)rol ~ondit~ion is shown at  left, and improvement of perfor~lianre for the iricorisis- 
t,c.rit frarnr coridition is shown at  right. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusion 
8.1 Summary of Results 
111 the previous chapters, we have described experin~ent~s dealing with isslies of both 
perception and mechanisms in the study of 3-D shape from shatling. \LT(1 liavcl Inca- 
surrcl subjective shape perception from shaded figures and fountl the following (For 
details SPP Chapter 2) : 
1. Subjects display good precision in both tilt and slant rxirasllrrriients, contrary 
to previous findings which showed that slant c~nsist~ency was poor. This high 
degree of corlsistency suggests that a robust shape percept is forrrlcd, prol~ablv 
sapported by a priori shape processing models that are theinse1vc.s robust and 
st able. 
2. Shape percept is stable over relatively large variations of the reflectance fuac- 
tion, further attesting to the robustness of the process. 
3. Prrception of surface normal is biased towards the normal to nearby tangent- 
plarie tliscontinuities. This suggest that there is some robust), low-lev01 process 
tliat assunies wrongly that such discontinuities are always occlusion boundaries. 
4. Sr~laller shapes of 2 degrees or less are seer1 as more shapely than larger sliaprs, 




Pertaining to the preattentive processes that subserve our perception of 3-D shape 
from shading, wr surnrnarize our results as follows: 
1. Our 2AFC short duration SOA experiments confirm Enns & Rensink's finding 
tAat three dimensional shape from shading can be processed in parallel (Sec 
Chapter 3).  We believe that this fast and parallel processing is tlep~lridcnt~ 
upon 3-D inforlriatiorl because: 
(a) Sliaded stirriuli that are easily interpretable as familiar tl-iree dirrlcnsional 
shapes are processed fast and in parallel while similar control stilnuli that 
do not have such interpretation are not. 
( I )  Di~t~ractor-target rcwersal experirnents that are equivalent in two-dirllerisiorial 
space, diff~ring only in their 3-D inter~~retations, show asyrnrrietry in per- 
formance. This a~ymrnet~ry is seen with the cubes as wrhll as the Y-juric.tion 
in circles. 
(c) 3-D contcxtual information can influence perforrnancci, botli positivclly anti 
negatively, depending on the degree to which the context contributrs to 
a consistent 3-D interpretation, as suggested by the resultis of t)he rxperi- 
ments in Chapter 7. 
(d) Subjects7 reports of 3-D perception coincide with perforniance tliat indi- 
cates fast, parallel processing. 
2. Our ex~~eriments suggest that this parallel 3-D process has the following char- 
acteristics: 
( a )  Has fast processing times 
For the normal orientation shaded cubes and pies, our experirnents yieltled 
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necessary SOA durations between 30 and 80 msec. These results sliggcst, 
fast processing times for shaded 3-D stimuli, comparable to thc ones prc:- 
viously reported in the classical "pop-out" and texture segregation exper- 
iments conducted using 2-D stimuli (Bergen & Julrsz, 1983, Kriise, 1987, 
Gnrnsey & Browse, 1987, Nothdurft , 1991). 
(b) Prefers sliaded stimuli 
Unlike the reslllts reported by Enns & Rensink (1991), our result>s intlicatir 
t ) l~at  unshaded line stimuli do not drive this fast and parallel proclcss. They 
are processed more slowly and more serially. 0t)her experinlerltal rcsnlts 
also support our finding that shading is a crucial component for 3-D pop- 
out; shaded bubbles, which contain no internal line edges, are fonrid to be 
proccssed in parallel also (Braun 1990, 1993). 
(c) Cornp~~tes locallg on the Y-jun,ction 
Tllr norrnal orientation shaded Y-junction is a salient clie recognized by 
this 3-D process. Results from Experiment 3 & 5 of Chapter 3 suggest 
t,llat computation begins locally at  the Y-junction, and tlhat perception of 
a complete 3-D solid is not necessary. 
(tl) Subserves familzar shapes 
Familiar shapes in generic views drive this process better t,han unfamiliar 
ones. This is evidenced by the asymmetry rxperirnents in Experiinent 4, as 
well as Experiment 3 of Chapter 3. Convex, top-lit shapes, are processed 
with ease, while concave or bottom-lit shapes are not. Generic views of 
familiar shapes, such as the cube, are preferred. A similar positive effect8 
of familiarity on search tasks concerning 2D line patter113 was r ~ p o r t e d  
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recently by Wang & Cavanagh (1994). They also found that perforlnancc 
is better when the distractors are familiar t l ia~i  when the targets are. 
(e) Is closely tied to reflectance com.patations 
Our results from Chapter 4 suggest that ea.rly visiori processes corrq)ut,e 
some aspects of apparent reflectance together with 3-D shape. Fast and 
parallel discriminations are hetter explained on the basis of apparnlt re- 
flectance than that of perceptual 3-D shape or brightness. 
(f) Prefers top-left lighting 
Early vision 3-D rnechanisrns make a pnori  a~surnpt~ions about direction of 
lighting that are not discounted even when over-all shading patkerris anti 
stereo cues indicate the contrary. Lighting-from-atlove is preferred over 
lightling from below, and our results thus far suggest that lightillg-horn- 
left is preferred over lightling-from-riglit (See Chapter 5). 
(g) Prqfers convex shapes 
Early vision 3-D mechanisms also have a  r ref ere rice for convex over concave 
shapes (See Chapter 6). This preference does not appear to brl ovrrrl~lcd 
even when concave shapes are conferred using stereo disparity cllcs. 
(11) 1.9 influenced by contextaal information 
Our second set of experirnerits show that this 3-D process can be influ- 
enced by contextual information. Consistent contextual inforrriatio11 that) 
enhances the perception of a 3-D scene facilitates this procrss and iln- 
proves performance, and inconsistent contextual information can impair 
performance. We suggest that these influences are nlediatrti by hott]orn-up 
textural mechanisms as well as top-down expectation effects (For (letails 
see Chapter 7. 
8.2 The Biology of Shape from Shading 
We wo111d like to relat)e the scheme of 3-43 shape processing to the existing literatllrc 
on visual areas arid pathways. 
a Beforc. 3-D shape can be computed, t,he separate components of sliadirig infor- 
mation must first be processed. These compo~ient~s, or "ingretlientjs7' of sli;rpc 
fall llridrr three general categories: 
1. Shading Information 
Shading, or luminance, information can be dctcctetl during thr. very first, 
st)ages of the visual hierarchy. On-center and off-center c.rlls of the LGN 
as well as the retina are sensitive to luminance information. Shading gra- 
dients, on the other hand, are more complex, and may bc procpssed by 
cells higher up in the visual hierarchy. The receptive field sizes of visual 
cells increase as one proceeds up the processing hierarchy. In V1 and V2, 
cells have receptive fields of about 1 degree of visual angle. In Chapter 2 
wr reported the experimental result that "shapeliness" was hest perceivrtl 
when tlic shaded bubbles subtended about 1 degree of visual angle. This 
firiding suggests that these shading gradients are being processed 11y V1, 
V2 cells. Furtlierlnore, electropliysiologica1 studies sliow that wlls in the 
anterior inferotemporal cortex respond preferentially to shatlirlg gratlie~it~s 
(F~ljit~a et al., 1992). 
2. Boundaries and Contours 
Oriented edge detector cells in V1 make good candidates for cells that 
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process boundary contour information. Hnbel &. IIriclsel (1968) folmd cells 
in V1 that are specialized for detlecting bars of a particular orientation. 
Furthermore, cells that respond to illusory contours have been fount1 in 
V2 (von der Heydt et al., 1984; vori der Heydt k Peterlians, 1989). This 
finding lends support t,o the notion that percepts tradit,ionally corisideretl 
as the result of high-level cognitive processing, like shape from sliatling, can 
have net~ronal correlates that reside relatively low on tJlie visual pro(4essirlg 
hierarchy. 
3. Corner Junctions 
Corrier junctions, like Y, T, and L-junctions, are important iri shape frorri 
shading for defining boundary contours as well as occllisiori l~ountlaries. 
In genrral, they are necessary for figure-ground segmcntatiori. One possi- 
bility is that md-stJopping, or hypercomplex, cells in V1 rimy rlietliate t>hc 
processing of corner junctions. Tliese cells have irihil~itory zones a t  one 
or both elids of the central excitatory zone (Hubel 8r Wiesel, 1962, 1968), 
and would therefore be appropriate for defining where a region entls. Si~ri- 
ple and complex cells with end-inhibition have also hwn found (Drchcr, 
19'72). By the same token, these cells may also contlrihlite to the processing 
of corner junctions. 
0 These basic "ingredients" of shading information are combined to give different 
aspectls of 3-D shape: 
1. Depth 
Large percentage of cells in V1 and V2 have been reported tjo be. ~ ~ ~ i s i t i v e  
to stereo disparity (Poggio & Talbot, 1981; Poggio, 1984). There are 
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stereo cells that are tuned to a narrow range of stereo disparities, tlierchhy 
encoding relatively specific depth information, and others t)liat are tuned 
to a large range of disparities, ericoding the Inore general propertlies of 
"far" and "near" depths. To date, there are however to physiological data 
showing cells that are sensitive to depth frorri shading cues. 
2. Surface Orientation and Curvature 
Gallarit et al. reported in 1993 that many cells in V-2 resporlded prefer~ri- 
tially to polar or hyperbolic periodic stimuli over the t)ratlitional Cart,c.sian 
sinusoidal gratings. It is hypothesized that t,hcse cells mazy be irlvolvetl in 
the representation of surface shape. 
3. Reflectiance 
V4 is the visual area that specializes in color processing (Zeki, 1973). \\i~ 
report in Chapter 4 that apparent refle~t~ance is processed by earlv vision, 
in conjunction with 3-D shape. we hypothesize that luminance tliRert.nccs 
are discounted as being due to shading when a 3-D interpretation can 11e 
established. This is similar to the effect of "color co~lstaricy". The large 
receptive field size of the cells in V4 and their ~hrornat~ically opponent 
organization are thought to be properties that may contributt. to tllr c.s- 
tablishment of color constarlcy (Zeki, 1983). We suggest t>hat 3-D shapc 
mechanisms mediated in other visual areas may feed hack onto Area V4, 
adjusting gain controls to discount luminance differences, resultirig in a 
percept of c ~ n s t ~ a n t  reflectance. The fact that V4 for~rls the major in- 
put to the posterior and anterior inferotemporal cortices, arms whicll arc3 
strongly related to object recognition (Mishkin, 1982), supports also Area 
V4's involvement in shape perception. 
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Figure 8.1: A schematic summarizing our findings concerning the processing of 3-D 
shapes by early vision processes. 
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Chapter 9 Appendix 
9.1 A - The Surface Function 
Tlrc f i~nct~io~l that describes our surfaces is f (z, y )  = f i  (z, y )  f 2  ( x ,  y )  wllcre 
.fi (":, ?/) = S + b(l - ( x2  + y2)n/2)11n 
q f 2 ( r , ~ )  = k + a x +  by+cx2 + d y 2  + e ~ y + g ( l f r c + g ~ / + h + r ( x  *:c +!I*  y)I) 
g ( z )  = m / 2 /  + yh(-t2z2) + bh( - t l~ l )  { b ' - " ) 2  i f - l < g < l  
I?>(? / )  = 
otherwise 
Different choices of the parameters s, b,, k ,  a ,  b, c, d,  e ,  f ,  g ,  h, r ,  ~ r s ,  y, 6, t protluc;e dif- 
ferent si~r.fact:s. The g function, driver1 by the y, b  pararneters, defines a bulrlp of 
width l / t  with or wit,bout a dent on top. 
Tllr parameter values defining the different surfaces used are: 
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9.2 I3 - Method of Estimating Depth Scaling 
Give11 the true surface equation f (x, y) ,  assume the perceived surface is a dpptli sc*alrtl 
version, i . ~ . ;  sf(x, y) ,  where the scaling parameter s is deterrnirird as t l i ~  arg~rnirnt, 
which rninir~izes the snn1 of norms of the differerlces between the normal vectors of 
the scaled surface and the measured normal vectors. That is, 
whrrc. i ranges over the set of measurements, Sm(xZ7 y,) is the mean norriial vrct>or 
niraslired at position (z,, 9,); and n'(zz, y,, s) is the normal vector of tlie scaled surface. 
9.3 C - Method of Estimating Psychometric Curves 
Given t]hr set of psychometric measurements {xi, :y i ,  oilr a psychometric curve is fitted 
with the e q ~ a t ~ i o n  y = er f ((z - L~,),/o) . The parameters p, o are determined by solvi~ig 
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tlie rionlinear least squares problem iri which the error vector r'lias ith cornponcl~it 
The covariance of the parameters { p ,  o) is also estimated according to 
Tlie /"parameter of the estimated psychometric curve is an estimate of the 50%) 
level of perceived shapeliness for that given stimuli. Tlle pararrieter R,,, provitlrs 
ztri estimate of the standard deviatio~i of k ~ ,  o,, = JR,,,~,,,~. Thus a weighted liriear 
least squares relationship can be deterrnined between stimuli size ri and perceived 
shapeliness ( p L ,  o,,). The variance of the slope of this linear fit can also be esti~liatrtl 
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